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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The theme of this work is the interplay between coarse geometry and K-theory of C*-algebras.
Coarse geometric ideas were introduced to mathematics by the celebrated Mostow’s rigidity theorem,
and subsequently popularized by Gromov (on the group theory side) and by John Roe (on the analytic side).
Given a metric space (X ,d), topology focuses on small–scale properties of the space (for instance,
metrics d and min(d,1) generate the same topology, but the second metric makes the space bounded).
Coarse geometry does “the opposite”: metrics d and max(d,1) yield the same “coarse structure”. We
disregard any local phenomena, and focus on the large–scale structure. This can be visualized as follows:
imagine viewing the space from bigger and bigger distance. Any bounded set in the space becomes smaller
and smaller, until finally “in the limit” it just becomes a point.
Examples of properties which depend only on the large–scale structure of a space are asymptotic dimen-
sion, property A and coarse embeddability into a Hilbert space.
The seminal work of John Roe [Roe88] has provided a connection between the coarse geometic approach
and index theory. Index theory is concerned with computing (or at least determining if nonzero) indices of
first-order elliptic differential operators on manifolds. This problem was solved for compact manifolds
without boundary by the Atiyah–Singer index theorem. In this case, the elliptic operators are actually
Fredholm, and the index is an integer. However, this is no longer true for noncompact manifolds. One
way to resolve this issue is to consider the index not as a number, but as a K-theory element of a suitable
C*-algebra. John Roe [Roe88; Roe96] introduced algebras (subsequently named Roe algebras) whose K-
theory can serve a receptacle for indices. They reflect the large–scale structure of the manifold in question,
thus linking its coarse geometry to index theory. From this point of view, K-theory of Roe algebras can be
viewed as an obstruction group for invertibility of elliptic differential operators, thus having implications for
geometric problems such as existence of a metric with positive scalar curvature on a given manifold.
On the other hand, elliptic operators can be organized to form abelian groups — analytic K-homology
groups. These groups are a special case of Kasparov’s KK-theory [Kas80]. Kasparov developed and pushed
much further the original suggestion of Atiyah [Ati70] to use elliptic operators as a basis for the dual ho-
mology theory to K-theory.
Putting the pieces together, we obtain an index map from K-homology to K-theory of Roe algebras.
Whether or not this index map (also called the coarse assembly map in this case) is an isomorphism is the
subject of the coarse Baum–Connes conjecture. This conjecture has implications in geometry — for instance
Novikov’s conjecture on homotopy invariance of higher signatures.
One of the successes of the coarse geometric approach is a result of Yu [Yu00], which says that if a
finitely generated group coarsely embeds into a Hilbert space, then the coarse Baum–Connes conjecture,
and consequently Novikov conjecture, is true for this group. The only known examples of groups which do
not satisfy the assumption are Gromov’s random groups [Gro00].
An important tool in this circle of ideas is the locally finite homology theory, linked to K-homology via
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a Chern character homomorphism. Schematically:
K-homology
index map //
Chern

K-theory of Roe C*-algebras
locally finite homology.
While Roe C*-algebras appear in the coarse Baum–Connes conjecture, their C*-algebraic properties can
be difficult to study directly. Studying uniform Roe C*-algebras (smaller version of Roe algebras) might be
more feasible. Results of Guentner, Kaminker and Ozawa; Skandalis, Tu and Yu [GK02; Oza00; STY02]
exhibit a connection between a coarse geometric property (property A) of a space and a C*-algebraic prop-
erty of its uniform Roe C*-algebra (nuclearity). It also follows from their work that if the space in question
is actually a Cayley graph of a finitely generated group (or a sufficiently group–like space [BNW07]), nu-
clearity of its uniform Roe C*-algebra is equivalent to its exactness. Whether it is so for any space with
bounded geometry is still an open question.
Following up on these ideas, Ulgen [Ulg05] (building on groupoid results of Tu [Tu99; Tu00]) showed
that if a space coarsely embeds into a Hilbert space, its uniform Roe C*-algebra is K-nuclear (the notion is
due to Skandalis [Ska88]). For separable C*-algebras (which uniform Roe C*-algebras are unfortunately
not, except in trivial cases), K-nuclearity implies K-exactness. K-exactness is a natural K-theoretic general-
ization of exactness of C*-algebras, defined by Ulgen [Ulg05]. One of the questions addressed in this thesis
is the question of K-exactness of uniform Roe C*-algebras. We show that for a large class of expanders,
their uniform Roe C*-algebras are not K-exact.
Shifting forus to the index theory side, indices of many natural operators appearing in geometry can be
defined in the K-theory of uniform Roe C*-algebras (see [Roe88] and section III.2). These K-theory group
tend to be rather large (when nontrivial), see example II.3.4.
K-theory of uniform Roe algebras has similar flavor as the uniformly finite homology theory of Block
and Weinberger [BW92]. For instance, in both cases there are analogous criteria for amenability [BW92;
Ele97] in terms of vanishing of the fundamental class in the 0-th uniformly finite homology and in K0 of the
uniform Roe C*-algebra respectively.
The second topic of this work (presented first) is to carry out a construction analogous to the usual K-
homology/Roe C*-algebras framework, but done in the uniform context. Schematically, we attempt to fill
in the box:
uniform K-homology
index map //
Chern

K-theory of uniform Roe C*-algebras
uniformly finite homology.
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I.1 Results and outline of arguments
In this paper, we construct a uniform version of analytic K-homology theory, prove its basic properties
(Mayer–Vietoris sequence, reformulation as K-theory of certain C*-algebras), and construct an index map
(or uniform assembly map) into the K-theory of uniform Roe C*-algebras. In an analogy to the coarse
Baum–Connes conjecture, this can be viewed as an attempt to provide an algorithm for computing K-theory
of uniform Roe algebras. Furthermore, as an application of uniform K-homology, we prove a criterion for
amenability.
On the other side of the spectrum, we show that uniform Roe algebras of a large class of expanders are
not even K-exact. The argument presented here is a greatly simplified version suggested by the reviewer of
our original paper.
The thesis is organized as follows: in chapter II we recall the necessary definitions. Chapter III is devoted
to uniform K-homology. Loosely following the exposition [HR00b] of analytic K-homology, we define its
uniform version, and prove its properties. The main idea is to quantify “how well approximable by finite
rank operators” are various compact operators appearing in the definition of a Fredholm module.
We show that elliptic operators coming from geometry give rise to classes in our theory (section III.2).
This is based on estimates present in [Roe88]. Working our way towards a Mayer–Vietoris sequence (sec-
tion III.4), we prove that the “partial” uniform K-homology groups are isomorphic to K-theory of certain
“dual” C*-algebras (section III.3). This is done by showing that uniform K-homology elements can be rep-
resented by uniform Fredholm modules with nice properties (analogously to the usual K-homology). The
Mayer–Vietoris sequence is then a consequence of the C*-algebra Mayer–Vietoris sequence together with an
excision lemma. This lemma is a technical result, which builds on the description of uniform K-homology
as a direct limit of K-theories of certain C*-algebras.
The following sections (III.5–III.7) are devoted to the construction of an index map from uniform K-
homology to K-theory of uniform Roe algebras. This follows the usual course by first proving that uniform
classes can be represented by operators with finite propagation, and then making use of an explicit formula
for the index to show that it fits into the K-theory of the uniform Roe algebra. However, some amount of
technicalities is necessary, since the index a priori lands in a slightly different C*-algebra. The central issue
is that in the definition of uniform Roe C*-algebras we are required to have a fixed basis for the auxiliary
Hilbert space; while during the index construction there is no natural basis available. The need to account
for all the choices results in slightly complicated notation.
Finally, we prove a criterion for amenability in terms of uniform K-homology. This fits into the picture
with the above mentioned criteria [BW92; Ele97].
In chapter IV we turn to the other side: uniform K-homology can be understood as an attempt to compute
K-theory of uniform Roe C*-algebras by means of exact sequences (which are present on the K-homology
side). However, if there is a lack of exactness in K-theory of some uniform Roe C*-algebras, there is no
hope of “computing” that K-theory groups. We show that uniform Roe algebras of expanders coming from
some groups with property (τ) are not K-exact. Our original argument based on a construction of Ozawa
[Oza03] was greatly simplified thanks to the reviewer of our paper. (It should be pointed out that our original
construction worked only in the case of SLn(Z), n≥ 3, with a special choice of subgroups.) We present the
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simplified version here. The origins of the constructions of this type go back to [Was91], where examples
of non-exact C*-algebras were presented. It was an observation of (we believe) Skandalis, who pointed
out that sometimes this lack of exactness can be detected at the K-theory level. These construction work
for algebras somehow related to the product C*-algebra ∏nMn(C), to which the uniform Roe algebra of a
coarse disjoint union certainly is. The result of this construction is a projection, which can be detected in K0
via a homomorphism similar to the one appearing in Higson’s counterexample to the coarse Baum–Connes
conjecture [HLS02].
I.2 Further plans
The immediate plan with uniform K-homology is to further explore its connection to known theories and
conjectures:
• In an analogy with the Chern character from K-homology into the locally finite homology theory, it
should be possible to define a Chern character homomorphism from uniform K-homology into the
uniformly finite homology of Block and Weinberger.
• The coarse Baum–Connes conjecture for a Cayley graph of a finitely generated group Γ is equivalent
to the Baum–Connes conjecture for this group with coefficients in `∞(Γ,K ) [Yu95a]. The argument
builds on a Mayer–Vietoris sequence. We propose to prove an analogous statement in the uniform
case. Namely, the isomorphism question of the uniform index map for the Cayley graph of Γ is
equivalent to the Baum–Connes conjecture for Γ with coefficients in `∞(Γ). With the current status of
the Baum–Connes conjecture, this would show that the index map is an isomorphism for, say, finitely
generated groups with the Haagerup property [HK97] and for hyperbolic groups [Laf02; MY02].
Alternatively, using the groupoid approach of [STY02], it might be possible to show that the uniform
index map is an isomorphism for any space that coarsely embeds into a Hilbert space.
• Use a finite asymptotic dimension argument (following the ideas in [Yu98]) to prove directly that the
index map is an isomorphism.
Second, the connections to index theory are to be investigated: in the amenable case, one can use a trace
on the uniform Roe algebra (the existence of a trace is in fact equivalent to amenability [Ele97]) to extract
numerical information from the index [Roe88]. Since Roe’s work, the cyclic cohomology of algebraic uni-
form Roe algebras was computed [Yu95b]. Furthermore, Lafforgue’s construction of smooth subalgebras of
groupoid C*-algebras for hyperbolic groupoids [Laf07] can be used to obtain smooth subalgebras of uni-
form Roe C*-algebras when the space in question is hyperbolic. It is an interesting question if one can fit
together these tools to obtain an index theorem.
Turning to K-exactness, a natural question is to try to generalize the argument presented here to ex-
panders which do not come (naturally) from a “mother” group having property (τ). The first candidate
is the expander constructed from the sequence of alternating groups [Kas07]. The crucial property that
one needs to do so is the following: if we denote A(N) = {a(N)1 , . . . ,a(N)K } the generating set of Alt(N)
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which makes the sequence of Cayley graphs Cay(Alt(N),A(N)) into an expander, is it true that the sequence
Cay(Alt(N)×Alt(M),{(a(N)i ,a(M)i )}) (N > M→ ∞) constitutes an expander as well?
Another interesting question is the following: Can we use this (explicit) construction of a projection
violating K-exactness to produce counterexamples to the coarse Baum–Connes conjecture?
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CHAPTER II
PRELIMINARIES
II.1 Conventions
Throughout this paper, metric spaces are assumed to be proper (i.e. balls are precompact) and separable.
Hilbert spaces are assumed to be separable as well.
II.2 Coarse geometry
While it is possible to give an abstract definition of a coarse structure (see [Roe03]), for our purposes it is
sufficient and more straightforward to assume that our spaces are endowed with a metric. The appropriate
notion of maps in the “coarse category” is the following:
Definition II.2.1 (Coarse maps). A (not necessarily continuous) map g : X → Z between metric spaces
(X ,dX) and (Z,dZ) is said to be coarse, if:
• For any r ≥ 0 there exists R ≥ 0, such that dX(x1,x2) ≤ r implies dZ(g(x1),g(x2)) ≤ R for x1,2 ∈
X . An equivalent condition is that there exists a non-decreasing function ρ+ : R+ → R+, such that
dZ(g(x1),g(x2))≤ ρ+(dX(x1,x2)).
• For any r ≥ 0 we have diamX(g−1(B(z,r)))< ∞ for all z ∈ Z, where B(z,r) denotes the ball centered
at z with radius r. This condition is referred to as being cobounded.
Furthermore, we say that g is called uniformly cobounded, if for any r ≥ 0, we have
Rg(r) := sup
z∈Z
diamX(g−1(B(z,r)))< ∞.
Vaguely, the requirements are that “points which are not too far apart do not get mapped too far apart by
f ”, and that f “does not collapse too big chunks of X”.
Example II.2.2. A quasi–isometry is an example of a coarse map which is uniformly cobounded. If we
denote A = {2n | n ∈ N} ⊂ N, C = ⋃n∈NB(2n,n) ⊂ N (both with metrics induced from N) and f : C→ A
which projects each element of B(2n,n) onto 2n, then f is a coarse map, which is not uniformly cobounded.
Definition II.2.3 (Coarse equivalence). Two metric spaces (X ,dX) and (Y,dY ) are said to be coarsely equiv-
alent, if there are coarse maps f : X → Y and g : Y → X and a constant C, such that dY (( f ◦ g)(y),y) <C
and dX((g◦ f )(x),x)<C for all x ∈ X ,y ∈ Y .
We say that X coarsely embeds to Y , if X is coarsely equivalent to a subset of Y . (A coarse embedding
is also called a “uniform embedding” in the literature.)
Example II.2.4. Define f :R→ Z by f (x) = [x], and g : Z→R by g(z) = z. Then both maps are coarse and
they exhibit a coarse equivalence of R and Z.
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When working in the “coarse category”, we may try to choose a nice representative in the class of
coarsely equivalent spaces:
Definition II.2.5. A metric space Y is said to be uniformly discrete, if there is δ > 0, such that d(x,y)≥ δ
whenever x 6= y ∈ Y .
Furthermore, Y is said to have bounded geometry, if for any r ≥ 0 we have
sup
y∈Y
|B(y,r)|< ∞.
While we can always arrange for uniform discreteness, bounded geometry is an intrinsic coarse property
of a metric space.
When switching between discrete and “continuous spaces”, the following concept proved to be useful:
Definition II.2.6 (Rips complex1). Let X be a metric space and let d ≥ 0. The Rips complex Pd(X) is a
simplicial polyhedron defined as follows:
• the vertex set of Pd(X) is X ,
• any q+1 vertices x0,x1, . . . ,xq span a simplex of Pd(X) if and only if
d(xi,x j)≤ d, ∀i, j ∈ {0, . . . ,q}.
Note that if X has bounded geometry, Pd(X) is locally finite and finite dimensional.
We now turn to various coarse geometric properties, that are of interest in this paper. The first on the list
is amenability, which we view through Følner’s criterion (see [BW92, section 3]).
Definition II.2.7. Let (Y,d) be a uniformly discrete metric space. For a set U ⊂Y , we define its r-boundary
by
∂rU = {y ∈ Y | d(y,U)≤ r and d(y,Y \U)≤ r}.
Furthermore, we denote by |U | the cardinality of U .
We say that Y is amenable, if for any r,δ > 0, there exists a finite set U ⊂ Y , such that
|∂rU |
|U | < δ .
Remark II.2.8. This definition is equivalent to the usual definition of amenability of groups (existence of
an invariant mean) for spaces arising as Cayley graphs of discrete groups. However, we do not require the
Følner sets to exhaust the whole space, and so we need to be cautious when applying this to general metric
spaces. For instance, taking any uniformly discrete metric space Y , one can make it amenable by attaching
an infinite “spaghetti” to it, i.e. an infinite ray. Also note that any “coarse disjoint union finite spaces” is also
amenable in this sense, since for a given r > 0, we can always select a finite piece U of the space, which is
at least r-far from the rest of the space, hence making ∂rU = /0. In particular, this applies to expanders.
1Originally defined by Vietoris.
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We turn to Yu’s property A, which can be viewed as a non-equivariant version of amenability.
Definition II.2.9 ([Yu00; HR00a; STY02]). A uniformly discrete metric space (X ,d) is said to have property
A, if for all R,ε > 0, there exists a family of finite non-empty subsets Ax of X ×N (indexed by x ∈ X), such
that
1. for all x,y ∈ X with d(x,y)< R we have |Ax∆Ay||Ax∩Ay| < ε ,
2. there exists S such that for all x ∈ X and (y,n) ∈ Ax we have d(x,y)≤ S.
(∆ stands for symmetric difference of sets, and |.| for their cardinality.)
Finally, let us recall one possibility of how to construct a coarse disjoint union of finite spaces. This
construction is widely used to view an expanding family of graphs (an expander) as one metric space. Given
a sequence (Xq)q∈N of finite metric spaces, we define their coarse disjoint union unionsqqXq to be the set ∪qXq
endowed with the metric inherited from individual Xq’s together with the condition d(Xq,Xq′) = max(q,q′)
for q 6= q′.
II.3 C*-algebras
We shall define the Roe C*-algebra C∗(X) and the uniform Roe C*-algebra C∗u(X) for a metric space X .
These algebras reflect the large–scale geometry of the space X .
The ultimate goal is to understand these algebras. In particular, it is important to establish connections
between properties of the space X and properties of translation algebras. The first instance of this is the
proposition saying that if two spaces are coarsely equivalent, their translation algebras are isomorphic (or
Morita equivalent in the uniform case). The converse is an open problem. In general, it is difficult to deduce
a property of the space from a property of the translation algebra.
While properties of Roe algebras have direct consequences in other areas of mathematics (e.g. Novikov
conjecture via the coarse Baum–Connes conjecture), uniform Roe algebras do not. However, uniform Roe
algebras, being much smaller, are better suited for direct study. Moreover, some C*-algebraic and K-
theoretic properties of the uniform Roe algebras reflect coarse geometric properties of spaces (amenability,
property A).
Let Y be a uniformly discrete metric space with bounded geometry. We consider the Hilbert space
`2(Y )⊗ `2(N) ∼= `2(Y ×N) (or `2(Y ) in the uniform case), and represent bounded operators T on it as
matrices T = (tyx)x,y∈Y with entries tyx inB(`2(N)) (or C respectively).
Definition II.3.1. We say that T = (tyx) ∈ B(`2(Y ×N)) (or B(`2(Y ))) has finite propagation, if there
exists R≥ 0, such that tyx = 0 whenever d(x,y)> R. The smallest such R is called the propagation of T and
denoted by propagation(T ).
We say that T = (tyx) ∈ B(`2(Y ×N)) is locally compact, if tyx ∈ K (`2(N)) for all x,y ∈ Y . (This
condition is void in the case T ∈B(`2(Y )).)
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Definition II.3.2 (Roe algebras). We define the Roe C*-algebra C∗Y of a uniformly discrete metric space
Y with bounded geometry to be the norm-closure of the algebra of all locally compact finite propagation
operators inB(`2(Y ×N)).
Similarly, the uniform Roe C*-algebra C∗uY is defined to be the norm-closure of the algebra of all finite
propagation operators inB(`2(Y )).
Remark II.3.3. The Roe algebras C∗Y are functorial under coarse maps, while the uniform Roe algebras C∗uY
are not. The uniform Roe algebras are not functorial even under coarse uniformly cobounded maps, as an
example of a one-point and a two-point spaces show. Nevertheless, coarsely equivalent spaces have Morita
equivalent uniform Roe C*-algebras, see [BNW07].
Example II.3.4 (K∗(C∗uZ)). One possible way to compute K-theory of the Roe C*-algebra C∗|Z| (by |Z| we
mean Z as a metric space) is via the Pimsner–Voiculescu exact sequence (see [Roe96, proposition 4.9]).
The same approach can be used to compute the K-theory of C∗uZ ∼= `∞ZoZ. The action of Z of `∞Z is by
translation, and we denote by α : `∞Z→ `∞Z the translation by 1, i.e. α( f )(n) = f (n+ 1) for f ∈ `∞Z.
Then the Pimsner–Voiculescu sequence has the form
K0(`∞Z)
1−α∗ // K0(`∞Z)
incl∗ // K0(C∗uZ)

K1(C∗uZ)
OO
K1(`∞Z)
incl∗oo K1(`∞Z).
1−α∗oo
Now K0(`∞Z) is isomorphic to the abelian group B(Z) of all bounded sequences from Z to Z; K1(`∞Z) =
0. The kernel of 1−α∗ : K0(`∞Z)→ K0(`∞Z) consists of constant sequences, so K1(C∗uZ) ∼= Z. Finally,
K0(C∗uZ) = B(Z)/I(Z), where I(Z) = image(1−α∗) denotes the group of sequences (ai)i∈Z which satisfy
−∞< supn∈Z(∑ni=0 ai)< ∞. So we see that K0(C∗uZ) is in fact uncountable.
Finally, note that the Pimsner–Voiculescu sequence works also for finitely generated free groups, and so
a similar computation can be done.
II.4 Property (τ) and expanders
Definition II.4.1. An expander is a sequence (Xn = (Vn,En)) of finite graphs with the properties:
• The maximum number of edges emanating from any vertex is uniformly bounded.
• The number of vertices |Vn| tends to infinity as n increases.
• The first nonzero eigenvalue of the Laplacian, λ1(Xn), is uniformly bounded away from zero, say by
λ > 0.
We understand the sequence as one metric space unionsqnXn via the coarse disjoint union construction.
This concept has found many applications in mathematics and computer science. However, our main
interest comes from the fact that expanders are (so far) the only explicit examples of metric spaces with
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bounded geometry that do not embed coarsely into a Hilbert space (see e.g. [Roe03, proposition 11.29]).
Moreover, it is a result of Higson [HLS02], that some expanders give counterexamples to the coarse Baum–
Connes conjecture.
The first explicit examples of expanders were constructed by Margulis as unionsqqΓ/Γq, where Γ is a finitely
generated group with property (T) (with a fixed generating set), and Γq ≤ Γ is a decreasing sequence of
normal subgroups with finite index, such that
⋂
qΓq = {1}. This construction eventually led to Lubotzky’s
property (τ) [Lub94].
Definition II.4.2. Let Γ be a finitely generated group andL = Ni a family of finite index normal subgroups
of Γ. We say that Γ has property (τ) with respect to the familyL (written also τ(L )) if the trivial represen-
tation is isolated in the set of all unitary representations of Γ, which factor through Γ/Ni. We say that Γ has
property (τ) if it has this property with respect to the family of all finite index normal subgroups.
This property is so designed that unionsqiΓ/Ni constitutes an expander.
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CHAPTER III
UNIFORM K-HOMOLOGY
III.1 Uniform K-homology groups
Throughout this chapter, X shall stand for a proper separable metric space, and d will denote its metric.
Recall the definition of Fredholm modules:
Definition III.1.1 (Fredholm modules). Let (H,φ ,S) be a triple consisting of a Hilbert space H, a *-
homomorphism φ : C0(X)→B(H) and an operator S ∈B(H). We say that such a triple is a 0-Fredholm
module (or even Fredholm module), if for every f ∈C0(X) the following hold:
• (Fredholmness) (1−S∗S)φ( f ) ∈K (H) and (1−SS∗)φ( f ) ∈K (H),
• (pseudolocality) [S,φ( f )] ∈K (H).
Similarly, we say that a triple (H,φ ,P) as above is a 1-Fredholm module (or odd Fredholm module), if for
every f ∈C0(X):
• (P2−1)φ( f ) ∈K (H) and (P−P∗)φ( f ) ∈K (H),
• (pseudolocality) [P,φ( f )] ∈K (H).
Remark III.1.2. We can also formulate the Fredholmness condition for even Fredholm modules in another
form, which is more convenient for the setting of differential operators: A triple (H,φ ,T ) forms an even
Fredholm module, if H is Z2-graded, φ( f ) is of degree 0 (i.e. even) for all f ∈C0(X) and T ∈B(H) is a
pseudolocal operator of degree 1 (odd), satisfying that (T 2−1)φ( f ) ∈K (H) and (T ∗−T )φ( f ) ∈K (H)
for all f ∈C0(X).
For defining a uniform version of K-homology, we want to “quantify” the compactness of an operator in
the following way: given ε > 0 we try to approximate our compact operator within ε by a finite rank operator
with the smallest possible rank. In the definition of a Fredholm module, instead of just one compact operator,
we really have a collection of compacts, depending on f ∈C0(X), and we require a uniform bound on the
ranks of ε–approximants for fixed R — a “scale” in the metric of X . This consideration is sufficient to ensure
uniformity on the large scale. However, we want (certain) first order differential operators to give rise to
uniform K-homology classes. The approximation properties of compacts arising from the pseudolocality
condition really depend not only on the support of f but also on its derivative (just consider the operator
[D, f ]), and so we need to build in also some local control.
Specifically, for a metric space X and R,L≥ 0 we denote
CR(X) = { f ∈Cc(X) | diam(supp( f ))≤ R and || f ||∞ ≤ 1}
CR,L(X) = { f ∈CR(X) | f is L-continuous}.
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We say that f : X → Y is L-continuous, if there exists a nondecreasing function α : [0,∞]→ [0,∞) with
α ′(0) ≥ 1L , such that for any x,y ∈ X we have d(x,y) ≤ α(s) =⇒ d( f (x), f (y)) ≤ s. Loosely, one could
formulate the condition as “locally L-Lipschitz”. In particular, if a function is L-Lipschitz, then it is L-
continuous (with α(s) = 1L s). The converse is true for instance when X is a geodesic space. Hence for
practical purposes we can replace this condition with just L-Lipschitz. We use the notion of L-continuity to
emphasize the local side of being Lipschitz.
The reason for introducing L-continuity is the following: if X is a manifold and f ∈CR,L(X) is differ-
entiable at x ∈ X , then the norm of the derivative d f of f at x is at most L. This observation is used in a
crucial way in section III.2, when proving that Dirac–type operators produce uniform K-homology classes.
If one doesn’t require the theory to include such classes, it’s possible to just ignore L’s and l-’s throughout
the paper.
Furthermore
⋃
L≥0CR,L(X) is dense in CR(X). This is completely analogous to saying that (once) differ-
entiable functions are dense in the space of all continous functions. The proof is outlined at the end of this
section, in lemma III.1.19.
In the following definition, we introduce the uniformity conditions. We list two versions — one without
the “L–dependency” and one featuring L.
Definition III.1.3 (Uniform approximability). Let H be a Hilbert space, X a metric space and φ : C0(X)→
B(H) a *-homomorphism. For ε,M > 0, an operator T ∈B(H) is said to be (ε,M)–approximable, if there
is a rank-M operator k, such that ‖T − k‖< ε .
Let E(·) (or E( f )) stand for an expression with operators in B(H) and terms φ(·) (or φ( f )). (For
instance E(·) = Tφ(·) or E( f ) = [T,φ( f )].)
• For ε,M,R > 0, an expression E(·) is said to be (ε,R,M;φ)–approximable, if for each f ∈ CR(X),
E( f ) is (ε,M)–approximable.
• For ε,R,L,M > 0, an expression E(·) is said to be (ε,R,L,M;φ)–approximable, if for each f ∈
CR,L(X), E( f ) is (ε,M)–approximable.
• An expression E(·) is uniformly approximable, if for every R≥ 0,ε > 0 there exists M > 0, such that
E(·) is (ε,R,M;φ)–approximable. Furthermore, we write E1(·) ∼ua E2(·), if the difference E1(·)−
E2(·) is uniformly approximable.
• An expression E(·) is l-uniformly approximable, if for every R,L≥ 0,ε > 0 there exists M > 0, such
that E(·) is (ε,R,L,M;φ)–approximable. Furthermore, we write E1(·) ∼lua E2(·), if the difference
E1(·)−E2(·) is l-uniformly approximable.
We introduce several special cases of uniform approximability:
• We say that an operator T ∈B(H) is uniform, if Tφ(·) and φ(·)T are uniformly approximable (i.e.
Tφ( f )∼ua 0∼ua φ( f )T ). We also say that T is (ε,R,M;φ)–uniform, if both operators φ( f )T , Tφ( f )
are (ε,R,M;φ)–approximable.
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• An operator T ∈B(H) is said to be uniformly pseudolocal, if [T,φ(·)] is uniformly approximable (i.e.
[T,φ( f )]∼ua 0).
• An operator T ∈B(H) is said to be l-uniformly pseudolocal, if [T,φ(·)] is l-uniformly approximable
(i.e. [T,φ( f )]∼lua 0).
Remark III.1.4. The property of being uniformly pseudolocal is obviously stronger than that of being l-
uniformly pseudolocal. In the former, we can obtain a bound M on ranks of approximants, which is inde-
pendent of L (local condition), and depends only on R (support condition) and of course on ε .
Remark III.1.5. The notion of an “l-uniform” operator is in fact equivalent to the notion of a uniform op-
erator given above. More precisely, if Tφ(·) and φ(·)T are l-uniformly approximable, then they are in fact
just uniformly approximable, i.e. we can get a bound on M independent of L. In other words, checking
uniformity of operator on “nice” function is sufficient. Indeed, for every f ∈CR(X) we can construct a func-
tion f˜ ∈CR+1,1(X), such that f f˜ = f . Now given R,ε > 0, if M is the constant such that Tφ(·) and φ(·)T
are (ε,R+1,1,M;φ)–approximable, then φ( f )T = φ( f )φ( f˜ )T and Tφ( f ) = Tφ( f˜ )φ( f ) are (ε,R,M;φ)–
approximable.
Such a f˜ can be constructed for instance as f˜ (x) = max(0,1− d(x,supp( f ))). One easily checks that
this function is 1–Lipschitz, and so f˜ ∈Cdiam(supp( f ))+1,1(X).
In the view of the previous remark, we can completely disregard the constant L appearing in the defini-
tion above, when we work with uniform operators only. This is so for instance in sections III.6–III.7.
Definition III.1.6 (Uniform Fredholm modules). Let (H,φ ,S) be a 0-Fredholm module. It is said to be
uniform, if S is l-uniformly pseudolocal and the operators 1−SS∗, 1−S∗S are uniform.
Let (H,φ ,Q) be a 1-Fredholm module. It is said to be uniform, if Q is l-uniformly pseudolocal and the
operators 1−Q2 and Q−Q∗ are uniform.
Remark III.1.7. By using “uniform Fredholm module” (without 0- or 1-) in a statement we shall mean that
the statement applies to both 0- and 1- uniform Fredholm modules.
Remark III.1.8. If we are given a Hilbert space H together with a *-homomorphism φ : C0(X)→B(H) (i.e.
an action of C0(X) on H), we say that (H,φ), or just H, is an X-module. When no confusion about φ can
arise, we identify f ∈C0(X) with φ( f ) ∈B(H). Similarly, we omit “φ” from (ε,R,M;φ), etc.
Example III.1.9 (Fundamental class). Let Y be a uniformly discrete space. Let S be the unilateral shift
operator on `2N (i.e. a Fredholm operator with index 1). Denote H = `2Y ⊗ `2N, and set S˜ = diag(S) ∈
B(H). Endow H with the multiplication action of C0(Y ). More precisely, define φ : C0(Y )→B(H) by
φ( f )(ζ (y)) = f (y)ζ (y), for ζ : Y → `2N, a square summable function, and y ∈ Y , f ∈C0(Y ).
It is easy to check that (H,φ , S˜) is a 0-uniform Fredholm module for Y (S˜ is actually uniformly pseu-
dolocal). This module has pivotal role in our characterization of amenability in section III.8.
The following example is concerned with the K-homology classes coming from elliptic differential
operators on manifolds.
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Example III.1.10. Let M be an open manifold (without boundary) and S a smooth complex vector bundle
over M. Let D be a symmetric elliptic differential operator operating on sections of S. Let χ : R→ R be a
chopping function (an odd smooth function, χ(t)> 0 for t > 0, χ(t)→±1 for t→±∞.
Denote H = L2(M,S) and let ρ : C0(M)→B(H) be the multiplication action. It is proved in [HR00b,
section 10.8], that (H,ρ,χ(D)) is a Fredholm module.
Assuming that M (endowed with a Riemannian metric) has bounded geometry and that the operator D is
“geometric” (e.g. has finite propagation speed), then this Fredholm module is actually uniform. The proof
is outlined in section III.2.
Definition III.1.11 (Homotopy). A collection (H,φt ,St), t ∈ [0,1], of uniform Fredholm modules is a ho-
motopy, if:
• t 7→ St is continuous in norm,
• there exists R > 0, such that for f ,g ∈ C0(X) with d(supp( f ),supp(g)) ≥ R, we have φs( f )φt(g) =
φt(g)φs( f ) = 0 for all s, t ∈ [0,1],
• for every s, t ∈ [0,1] and R > 0, there are R′ and M, so that every φt( f ), f ∈CR(X), is within a rank-M
operator from one of the form φs(g), g ∈CR′(X).
By an operator homotopy we mean a homotopy as above, with the restriction that φt = φ0 for all t ∈ [0,1].
Remark III.1.12. Given a Hilbert space H with a homomorphism φ : C0(X)→ B(H), let us recall the
definition of finite propagation (see II.3.1): T ∈B(H) has finite propagation, if there exists R≥ 0, such that
for any f ,g ∈C0(X) whose supports are at least R apart, we have φ( f )Tφ(g) = 0.
Denote by Θ(φ) ⊂B(H) the C*-algebra generated by all the uniform operators having φ -finite prop-
agation. The last two conditions in the above definition imply that the algebras Θ(φt) are the same for all
t ∈ [0,1]. More precisely, the next-to-last condition implies that the notion of finite propagation coincides
for all φt’s; and the last condition does the same for uniformity.
We now proceed as in [HR00b, section 8.2] in defining a K-homology theory.
Given two uniform Fredholm modules, we can clearly form their direct sum, which becomes again a
uniform Fredholm module.
Definition III.1.13 (Ku∗ ). We define the uniform K-homology group Kui (X), i = 0,1, to be an abelian group
generated by the unitary equivalence classes of uniform i-Fredholm modules (H,φ ,S) with the following
relations:
• if two uniform Fredholm modules x,y are homotopic, we declare [x] = [y],
• for two uniform Fredholm modules x,y, we set [x⊕y] = [x]+ [y].
Recall that a Fredholm module (H,φ ,S) is called degenerate, if the conditions in the definition hold
exactly, that is (1− S∗S) = (1− SS∗) = [φ( f ),S] = 0 for all f ∈ C0(X) for the 0- version; and S− S∗ =
S2−1 = [φ( f ),S] = 0 for all f ∈C0(X) for the 1- version. The Ku∗ -class of a degenerate Fredholm module
is 0: the proof of the analogous result for K-homology [HR00b, 8.2.8]) carries verbatim.
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The additive inverse of [(H,φ ,S)] ∈ Ku0 (X) is [(H,φ ,−S∗)]. Similarly, the inverse of [(H,φ ,P)] ∈
Ku1 (X) is [(H,φ ,−P)]. Again, the proof of these facts is just as [HR00b, proof of 8.2.10]. For instance,(
cos tS sin tI
sin tI −cos tS∗
)
, t ∈ [0, pi2 ], is a homotopy showing that [(H,φ ,S)]+[(H,φ ,−S∗)] = [(H⊕H,φ⊕φ ,
(
0 I
I 0
)
)] =
0 ∈ Ku0 (X).
It follows from the facts in the last two paragraphs, that every element of Ku∗ (X) can be represented as
a class of a single uniform Fredholm module. Furthermore, [x] = [y] in Ku∗ (X) if and only if there exists
a degenerate Fredholm module z, such that x⊕ z and y⊕ z are unitarily equivalent to a pair of homotopic
uniform Fredholm modules. In this case, we say that x and y are stably homotopic. Therefore, we may
reformulate the definition of Ku∗ (X) as follows:
Proposition III.1.14. The group Kui (X) is canonically isomorphic to the semigroup of stable homotopy
equivalence classes of uniform i-Fredholm modules.
The uniform K-homology is not functorial under continuous maps in general; we need two extra condi-
tion in order to obtain functoriality: one handling the large–scale and one taking care of the local phenomena.
Definition III.1.15 (Uniform coboundedness; see definition II.2.1). A (not necessarily continuous) map
g : X → Z between metric spaces X and Z is said to be uniformly cobounded, if for any r ≥ 0, we have
Rg(r) := sup
z∈Z
diam(g−1(B(z,r)))< ∞.
Lemma III.1.16. An L-continuous uniformly cobounded map g : X → Z descends to a homomorphism on
the uniform K-homology groups g∗ : Ku∗ (X)→ Ku∗ (Z).
In particular, a quasi–isometry induces a map on the level of uniform K-homology groups.
Proof. Take a uniform Fredholm module (H,φ : C0(X)→B(H),S) of an Ku∗ (X)-element. We denote by
g˜ : C0(Z)→C0(X) the induced *-homomorphism. Then there is a *-homomorphism φ ◦ g˜ : C0(Z)→B(H).
By uniform coboundedness, we obtain that if f ∈ CR(Z), then g˜( f ) ∈ CRg(R)(X). By L-continuity, f ∈
CR,L′(Z) implies g˜( f ) ∈CRg(R),LL′(X). Hence the uniformity requirements transfer and (H,φ ◦ g˜,S) becomes
a uniform Fredholm module representing a Ku∗ (Z)-element. We define g∗[(H,φ ,S)] = [(H,φ ◦ g˜,S)].
We now prove a simple lemma analogous to a similar statement in the classical K-homology:
Lemma III.1.17 (Compact perturbations). If (H,φ ,T ) is a uniform Fredholm module and K ∈ B(H) is
uniform, then (H,φ ,T ) and (H,φ ,T +K) are operator homotopic.
Proof. We need to show that (H,φ ,T + tK), t ∈ [0,1] are uniform Fredholm modules. Fix ε,R,L > 0 and
let M be such that all the operators K, [T,φ( f )], (1−T ∗T )φ( f ) and (1−T T ∗)φ( f ) (or (1−T 2)φ( f ) and
(T −T ∗)φ( f ) in the 1-case) are (ε,M)—approximable for f ∈CR,L(X).
First, for f ∈ CR,L(X), we have that [T + tK,φ( f )] = [T,φ( f )] + tKφ( f )− tφ( f )K, which is clearly
(3ε,3M)–approximable. Hence the pseudolocality requirement is satisfied.
Let us now deal with the 0-case. Examine the following expression: 1− (T + tK)(T + tK)∗ = (1−
T T ∗)− tKT ∗ − tT K∗ − t2KK∗. Taking f ∈ CR,L(X) and multiplying by φ( f ) the previous formula on
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the right, each of the elements (1− T T ∗)φ( f ), tT K∗φ( f ), t2KK∗φ( f ) is going to be (‖T‖‖K‖ε,M)–
approximable by assumption. We can rewrite the remaining term as follows tKT ∗φ( f ) = tKφ( f )T ∗ +
tK[T ∗,φ( f )], and so it is (2‖T‖‖K‖ε,R,2M)–approximable. Therefore, (1− (T + tK)(T + tK)∗)φ( f ) is
(5‖T‖‖K‖ε,5M)–approximable. It is clear that similar considerations can be applied to 1− (T + tK)∗(T +
tK) as well.
Finally, we address the 1-case. It is clear that ((T + tK)− (T ∗+ tK∗))φ( f ) is (2ε,2M)–approximable.
Furthermore for f ∈ CR,L(X), (1− (T + tK)2)φ( f ) = (1−T 2)φ( f )− tT Kφ( f )− t2K2φ( f )− tKφ( f )T −
tK[T,φ( f )], which is (5‖T‖‖K‖ε,5M)–approximable.
As a first application of the previous lemma, we make the following observation:
Remark III.1.18. We may always assume that a Ku1 -element is represented by a uniform 1-Fredholm module
(H,φ ,Q) with Q selfadjoint. It is because if we take any Q, 12(Q+Q
∗) is selfadjoint and Q− 12(Q+Q∗) =
1
2(Q−Q∗) is uniform. Moreover, the procedure of replacing Q by a selfadjoint operator can be applied to
whole homotopies.
We finish the section by a lemma promised earlier.
Lemma III.1.19. Let X be a metric space. Given any compactly supported continuous function f : X → R
and ε > 0, there exists L > 0 and an L-continuous function g : X → R, such that ‖ f −g‖∞ < ε .
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that f (X) ⊂ [0,1]. Take an integer N, such that 1N < ε ,
and set Un = f−1[0, nN ], n = 0, . . . ,N. Then U0 ⊂U1 ⊂ ·· · ⊂UN = X are closed sets. By uniform continuity,
there exists δ > 0, such that d(x,y)< δ implies | f (x)− f (y)|< 1N . This implies that Nδ (Un)⊂Un+1.
Define g : X → R as follows: for x ∈ X , let n(x) be such that x ∈Un(x), but x 6∈Un(x)−1 (where we set
U−1 = /0). Now set g(x) = n−1N +
1
N ·min(1, 1δ d(x,Un(x)−1)) if n(x)> 0, and g(x) = 0 if n(x) = 0. It is clear
from the construction that ‖ f −g‖∞ ≤ 1N < ε and it’s easy to verify that g is 1Nδ < εδ -continuous.
III.2 Dirac–type operators
In this section, we outline the proof of the fact that “geometric” operators on Riemannian manifolds with
bounded geometry give rise to uniform Fredholm modules. The hard work was already done in [Roe88],
where it is shown that such geometric operators have index defined in the algebraic K-theory of the algebra
U−∞(M) of operators given by smooth uniformly bounded kernels, the precursor of the uniform Roe algebra.
Recall the setting: Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold (without boundary) and S a Clifford
bundle over M. More precisely, denote by Cliff(M) the complexified bundle of Clifford algebras Cliff(TxM)
(equipped with a natural connection), and let S be a smooth complex vector bundle over M equipped with
an action of Cliff(M) and a compatible connection. The bundle S is graded, if in addition it is equipped with
an involution ε anticommuting with the Clifford action of tangent vectors (see remark III.1.2).
A “geometric” operator will be a first-order differential operator D defined by the composition
Γ(S)→ Γ(T ∗M⊗S)→ Γ(T M⊗S)→ Γ(S),
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where the arrows are given by the connection, metric and Clifford multiplication, respectively. In local
coordinates, this operator has the form
D =∑ek ∂∂xk .
The signature and Dirac operators are of this type. The main properties of these operators is that they
are elliptic, and have finite propagation (in a sense that there exists a constant C, such that supp(eitDξ ) ⊂
NCt(supp(ξ )) for all ξ ∈ Γc(S))1.
Denote H = L2(S) and let ρ : C0(M)→B(H) be the multiplication action. Let χ :R→R be a chopping
function (an odd smooth function, χ(t) > 0 for t > 0, χ(t)→ ±1 for t → ±∞). Then (H,ρ,χ(D)) is a
Fredholm module (see [HR00b, sections 10.6 and 10.8]). This is true in more general context, namely
for any first-order elliptic differential operator on a complex smooth vector bundle. However to obtain
uniformity, bounded geometry assumption and some analysis from [Roe88] is required.
Following [Roe88, section 2], we say that a Riemannian manifold M has bounded geometry, if it has
positive injectivity radius and the curvature tensor is uniformly bounded, as are all its covariant derivatives.
A bundle S has bounded geometry, if its curvature tensor, as well as all its covariant derivatives, are uniformly
bounded. By [Roe88, proposition 2.4], bounded geometry can be seen by existence of nice coordinate
patches, such that the Christoffel symbols comprise a bounded set in the Fre´chet structure on C∞.
For the record, let us collect all the assumptions and the conclusion into a proposition.
Proposition III.2.1. Let D be a geometric operator (as described above) on a Clifford bundle S over a com-
plete Riemannian manifold with bounded geometry. For any chopping function χ , the triple (L2(S),ρ,χ(D))
is a uniform Fredholm module.
The idea of the proof (which will be made more precise afterwards) is as follows: it is proved in [Roe88,
theorem 5.5], that if ϕ ∈C0(R) satisfies ϕ(k)(t) ≤Ck(1+ |t|)m−k, then ϕ(D) extends to a continuous map
between Sobolev spaces W r →W r−m for any r. Now a bounded piece of our manifold can be transferred
to a torus. The Fourier coefficients of a W−k–function on a torus decay faster than s 7→ 1sk . Hence the
finite rank approximants to the inclusion W r−m ↪→W r can be constructed just by truncating the Fourier
series — and knowing the rate of decay of the coefficients tells us how big rank do we need for a given
ε > 0 — independently on the position of our bounded piece in the manifold. Putting the facts together,
ϕ(D) : W r→W r−m ↪→W r is uniformly approximable.
Before giving the proof of the above proposition, we cite [Roe88, theorem 5.5]. We need to introduce
some notation. Define (global) Sobolev spaces W k(S) as the completion of Γc(S) in the norm ‖ξ‖k =
(‖s‖2 + ‖Ds‖2 + · · ·+ ‖Dks‖2)1/2. If L ⊂ M, then ‖ξ‖k,L = inf{‖ζ‖k | ζ ∈W k(S),ξ = ζ on a nbhd of L}.
An operator A : W k(S)→W l(S) is called quasilocal, if there exists a function µ : R+ → R+, such that
µ(r)→ 0 as r→ ∞ and for each K ⊂M and each ξ ∈W k(S) supported within K one has
‖Aξ‖l,M\Nr(K) ≤ µ(r)‖ξ‖k.
We call µ a dominating function for A. Finally, we set Sm(R) to be the set of functions ϕ ∈C∞(R), which
1Recall that Nδ (Y ) denotes the δ–neighborhood of a set Y ; and Γ(S) denotes the set of smooth sections of S.
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satisfy inequalities of the form
|ϕ(k)(λ )|<Ck(1+ |λ |)m−k
and define the Schwartz spaceS (R) =
⋂
Sm(R).
Theorem III.2.2 ([Roe88, theorem 5.5]). Let D be a geometric operator on a Clifford bundle S over a
complete manifold M with bounded geometry. If ϕ ∈ Sm(R), then ϕ(D) continuously extends to a quasilocal
operator W r(S)→W r−m(S).
Proof of proposition III.2.1. Fix now a function ϕ ∈ Sm(R) (m≤−1). We are going to show that ϕ(D) is a
uniform operator2. By the above theorem, there is a dominating function µ for ϕ(D), and ϕ(D) extends to
a bounded operator L2(S)→W−m(S).
Fix now also ε > 0 and R > 0. Pick any open subset U ⊂M with diam(U) ≤ R. Consider now he re-
striction of ϕ(D) to sections supported on U (denoted L2(S|U)). This is sufficient to obtain uniformity, since
ϕ(D) is selfadjoint. Since µ(r)→ 0, there is r0 > 0, such that µ(r0)< ε/2. Now decompose ϕ(D)|L2(S|U ) :
L2(S|U)→W−m(S|Nr0 (U))⊕W−m(S|M\Nr0 (U)). By quasilocality, the second component has norm at most
ε/2. It remains to prove that the restrictions of ϕ(D) to L2(S|U)→W−m(S|Nr0 (U)) ↪→ L2(S|Nr0 (U)) are ap-
proximable by finite rank operators, such that the ranks depend only on ε > 0 and R≥ diam(U).
We can now reduce to the case of a torus with a trivial bundle. This just follows from a partition of
unity argument and the existence of nice coordinate patches (from bounded geometry). Also note that for a
given R, there is a uniform bound on how many of these patches are needed to cover any subset of M with
diameter less than R+2r0.
On the torus T n with the trivial bundle E = T n×Cn, we can use Fourier series. Denote by PN : L2(E)→
L2(E) the orthogonal projection given by replacing the ~q–Fourier coefficient (~q ∈ Zn) of a function by
0 if |~q| > N (in other words, we truncate the Fourier series at N). The absolute values of the Fourier
coefficients of a function in W−m(E) decrease at least as fast as |~q|m. Consequently, the finite–rank maps
W−m(E) ↪→ L2(E) PN−→ L2(E) approximate the inclusion W−m(E)→ L2(E) in norm for m≤−1. Moreover,
for a given ε > 0, the rank of an ε–approximant depends only on ε and m. This concludes the proof of the
fact that ϕ(D) is uniform if ϕ ∈ Sm(R) with m≤−1.
The passage from ϕ ∈ Sm(R), m≤−1, to ϕ ∈C0(R) is by the usual approximation argument (together
with the fact that uniform operators from a C*-algebra, see III.3.2). Summarizing, for ϕ ∈C0(R) we have
that ϕ(D) is a uniform operator.
Now if χ is any chopping function, then χ(D)2 − 1 = (χ2 − 1)(D) and χ2 − 1 ∈ C0(R), hence the
Fredholmness condition follows from the previous argument. Furthermore, the difference of two chopping
functions is also in C0(R), and so we are free to choose one particular chopping function (we choose χ(t) =
t√
1+t2
) to prove that χ(D) is l-uniformly pseudolocal. We apply a useful formula from [Kas88, lemma 4.4]:
χ(D) =
2
pi
∫ ∞
0
D
1+λ 2+D2
dλ
2Note that the notion of a uniform operator from [Roe88] is different from ours.
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(convergence in the strong topology), so that
[ρ( f ),χ(D)] =
2
pi
∫ ∞
0
1
1+λ 2+D2
(
(1+λ 2)[ρ( f ),D]+D[ρ( f ),D]D
) 1
1+λ 2+D2
dλ .
Fix ε > 0 and L > 0. We have estimates
• ‖ D1+λ 2+D2 ‖ ≤ 12λ ,
• for a smooth f ∈CR,L(M), [ρ( f ),D] is the multiplication operator by the derivative of f , and so we
have that ‖[ρ( f ),D]‖ ≤ L.
Consequently, the integral in the last display converges in norm; and there exists k > 0 and λ1, . . . ,λk,
such that the integral can be approximated within ε > 0 by the sum of the integrands with λ = λ1, . . . ,λk.
Now each of the operators D1+λ 2+D2 ,
1
1+λ 2+D2 is uniform by the previous considerations:
t
1+λ 2+t2 ,
1
1+λ 2+t2 ∈
S−1(R). This finishes the proof.
We finish the section by an observation, which can be applied to obtain uniform Fredholm modules for
non–geometric elliptic operators. We assume that a finitely generated discrete group Γ acts cocompactly
on M (this assumption implies that M has bounded geometry), and that D commutes with this action. The
vague reason for uniformity is that D “looks the same” on each translate of a fundamental domain (which
is bounded), and so the approximation properties of D at any place of M are the same as those over a fixed
fundamental domain. In this case, just knowing that ϕ(D) is locally compact for ϕ ∈C0(R) upgrades to:
Claim 1. For any ϕ ∈C0(R), the operator ϕ(D) is uniform.
Proof. For a given R > 0, we can find a bounded open set U ⊂M, such that the collection {Uγ}γ∈Γ covers
M and has Lebesgue number at least R. Construct a continuous function f : M→ [0,1], which is 1 on U
and 0 outside a small neighborhood of U . Then for any function g ∈ CR(M) there is a γ ∈ Γ, such that
g · f γ = g (by f γ we denote the translate of f by γ). Then ρ(g)ϕ(D) = ρ(g f γ)ϕ(D) = ρ(g)ρ( f γ)ϕ(Dγ) =
ρ(g)(ρ( f )ϕ(D))γ . Hence (ε,N)–approximability of ρ(g)ϕ(D) is not worse than the one of ρ( f )ϕ(D)
(which is a compact operator, independent of g). This proves that ϕ(D) is uniform.
Pseudolocality can be now deduced in the same way as in the geometric case from the claim, provided
that ‖[ρ( f ),D]‖ is bounded independently of f ∈CR,L(M).
III.3 Dual algebras
In the analytic K-homology, one can use the Voiculescu’s theorem and standard normalizing procedure to
express K-homology as a K-theory of a certain C*-algebra. In this section, we first work on a fixed X-
module (H,φ) to obtain a similar isomorphism for the “partial” uniform K-homology groups (proposition
III.3.3). To work around the Voiculescu’s theorem, we express the uniform K-homology as a direct limit of
“partial” uniform K-homology groups (proposition III.3.9).
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Definition III.3.1 (Dual algebras). Let H be a Hilbert space and φ : C0(X)→B(H) be a *-representation.
We define Ψ0φ (X) ⊂B(H) to be the set of all l-uniformly pseudolocal operators in B(H) and Ψ−1φ (X) ⊂
B(H) to be the set of all uniform operators. Furthermore, we denote Duφ (X) =Ψ
0
φ⊕0(X)⊂B(H⊕H).
We begin by easy but crucial observation.
Lemma III.3.2. Let H be a Hilbert space and φ : C0(X)→B(H) a *-representation. ThenΨ0φ (X)⊂B(H)
is a C*-algebra. Likewise, Ψ−1φ (X)⊂Ψ0φ (X) is a C*-algebra. Furthermore, Ψ−1φ (X) is a closed two-sided
ideal of Ψ0φ (X).
Proof. We show that Ψ0φ (X) is norm-closed. Assume that T ∈B(H) is approximable by l-uniformly pseu-
dolocal operators. Take ε > 0 and R,L ≥ 0. By assumption, there is an l-uniformly pseudolocal operator
S ∈B(H), such that ‖T − S‖ < ε/4. Let M be such that S is (ε/2,R,L,M;φ)–approximable. Hence for
any f ∈CR,L(X) there exists k ∈B(H) with rank(k) ≤M such that ‖[φ( f ),S]− k‖ < ε/2. Consequently,
‖[φ( f ),T ]−k‖≤ ‖[φ( f ),(T−S)]‖+‖[φ( f ),S]−k‖< ε . In other words, [φ( f ),T ] is (ε,M)–approximable.
The proof that the norm-limits of uniform operators are again uniform is analogous.
The fact that Ψ0φ (X) is closed under multiplication follows from the identity [φ( f ),ST ] = [φ( f ),S]T +
S[φ( f ),T ]. Likewise, using the identity φ( f )ST = [φ( f ),S]T +Sφ( f )T we obtain that Ψ−1φ (X) is an ideal
of Ψ0φ (X) (we’re using remark III.1.5 here).
For a fixed X-module (H,φ), define a group Ku∗ (X ;φ), in the similar manner as Ku∗ (X), except we
consider only (unitary equivalence classes of) uniform Fredholm modules, whose Hilbert spaces and C0(X)-
actions are direct sums (finite or countably infinite) of (H ⊕H,φ ⊕ 0). A glance at the proofs for Ku∗ (X)
shows that Ku∗ (X ;φ) can be characterized also as a group of (unitary equivalence classes of) uniform Fred-
holm modules over the sums of (H ⊕H,φ ⊕ 0), with homotopies also taken within this category (see
III.1.14).
Fix (H,φ) for a time being, and let us define a homomorphism
ϕ0 : K1(Duφ (X))→ Ku0 (X ;φ)
as follows: If U ∈Mn(Duφ (X)) is a unitary representing a K1-class, we set ϕ0([U ]) = [(H2n,(φ ⊕0)n,U)]. It
is immediate that (H2n,(φ ⊕0)n,U) is a uniform Fredholm module. Since homotopies of unitaries translate
into operator homotopies of Fredholm modules and the operations on K1 and Ku0 are both direct sums, we
see that ϕ0 is a group homomorphism.
Analogously, we induce a homomorphism
ϕ1 : K0(Duφ (X))→ Ku1 (X ;φ)
by assigning to a projection Q∈Mn(Duφ (X)) the triple (H2n,(φ⊕0)n,2Q−1). It is again easy to check that
this triple is actually a uniform 1-Fredholm module. Since operations on K0 and Ku1 are both direct sums
and homotopies translate to homotopies, we really do get a group homomorphism.
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Proposition III.3.3 (“One X-module” picture). The above defined maps ϕ∗ : K1−∗(Duφ (X))→ Ku∗ (X ;φ) are
isomorphisms.
The proof follows the usual route of showing that elements of Ku∗ (X ;φ) have nice representatives (cf.
[HR00b, sections 8.3 and 8.4]). It is done by following three lemmas.
Lemma III.3.4. Any element of Ku∗ (X ;φ) may be represented by a uniform Fredholm module of the form
(H2n,(φ ⊕0)n,S), where ‖S‖ ≤ 1. Furthermore, the homotopies can be also assumed to have this property.
Proof. This is a standard cutting argument. We first deal with 0- case. Take any representative (H2n,(φ ⊕
0)n,S). Consider the matrix S˜ =
(
0 S
S∗ 0
)
. It represents an odd selfadjoint operator inB(H4n), whose square
differs from 1 by a uniform operator. Take the cutting function c : R→ R given by
c(t) =

−1 if t <−1
t if −1≤ t ≤ 1
1 if t > 1,
By functional calculus, c(S˜) is again an odd selfadjoint operator (since c is odd), but with ‖c(S˜)‖≤ 1. Denote
by T the upper right corner of c(S˜). Then ‖T‖ ≤ 1, and T − S is uniform. The last statement can be seen
by referring to the theorem on the essential spectrum of selfadjoint operators. The proof is completed by
applying Lemma III.1.17.
The 1- case is even more straightforward, since we may take a representative (H2n,(φ ⊕ 0)n,P) with
P = P∗. Hence we can apply the cutting directly to P and replace it by c(P).
The same procedures can be applied to whole homotopies.
Lemma III.3.5. Any element of Ku0 (X ;φ) may be represented by a uniform 0-Fredholm module of the form
(H2n,(φ ⊕ 0)n,S), where S is a unitary. Furthermore, the homotopies can also be assumed to have this
property.
Proof. By previous lemma, we may take a representative (H2n,(φ ⊕ 0)n,S), such that ‖S‖ ≤ 1. For sim-
plicity, assume n = 1, so that S =
(
T S12
S21 S22
)
, T,Si j ∈ B(H). It follows that ‖T‖ ≤ 1, so the operator
U =
(
T −√1−T T ∗√
1−T ∗T T ∗
)
is well defined and unitary.
Since S is l-uniformly pseudolocal, T is l-uniformly pseudolocal and for any ε > 0, R,L ≥ 0 there
exists M > 0, such that φ( f )S12 and S21φ( f ) are (ε,M)–approximable for all f ∈CR,L(X). Using this and
uniformity of 1− SS∗ and 1− S∗S, we conclude that 1−T ∗T and 1−T T ∗ are uniform. Since Ψ−1φ (X) is
a C*-algebra, so are their square roots. Consequently, S−U is uniform, and another application of lemma
III.1.17 finishes the proof.
Again, we can apply this procedure to the whole homotopy.
Lemma III.3.6. Any class in Ku1 (X ;φ) can be represented by a uniform 1-Fredholm module of the form
(H2n,(φ ⊕0)n,P), where P2 = 1.
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Proof. We proceed similarly as in the previous lemma. Take a representative (H2n,(φ ⊕ 0)n,P), such that
P=P∗ and ‖P‖≤ 1. For simplicity, we assume that n= 1, and so P=
(
Q P12
P21 P22
)
, where Q,Pi j ∈B(H). It fol-
lows that Q is also selfadjoint and contractive. Therefore, the operator O =
(
Q
√
1−Q2√
1−Q2 −Q
)
is selfadjoint
with O2 = 1.
As in the previous proof, we obtain that 1−Q2 is uniform and that P−O is uniform as well. This
finishes the proof.
Let us now turn to relationship between Ku∗ (X ,φ)’s for different φ ’s. We shall need another definition
(which is more general than what we need at the moment, but full generality will be required later):
Definition III.3.7. Let X and Z be spaces, let ϕ : C0(X)→ C0(Z) be a *-homomorphism, φX : C0(X)→
B(HX) and φZ : C0(Z)→B(HZ) be *-representations. We say that an isometry V : HZ→HX uniformly cov-
ers ϕ , if for every ε > 0, R,L≥ 0 there exists M≥ 0, such that V ∗φX( f )V−φZ(ϕ( f )) is (ε,M)–approximable
for every f ∈CR,L(X). In short, V ∗φX(·)V ∼lua φZ(ϕ(·)).
We specialize the definition as follows: assume that we are given two *-representations φ and φ ′ of
C0(X) on Hilbert spaces H and H ′. If there exists an isometry V : H ′ → H which uniformly covers the
identity map id : C0(X)→C0(X), then we obtain a homomorphism
iV : Ku∗ (X ,φ
′)→ Ku∗ (X ,φ)
using Proposition III.3.3 and the following claim:
Claim 2. Ad(V ) maps Ψ0φ ′(X) into Ψ
0
φ (X) (the adjoint map Ad is defined as Ad(V )(T ) =V TV
∗, and it’s a
*-homomorphism since V is unitary).
This claim is actually a special case of Claim 3 from the next section (applied to Z = X and pi = id).
We now introduce a relation ≺ on the set X of (unitary equivalence classes of) *-representations φ of
C0(X) on some (separable) Hilbert space, which turns it into a directed system. We define the relation ≺
by declaring that (H,φ)≺ (E,ρ) (or just φ ≺ ρ) iff there exists an isometry Vφ ,ρ : H→ E which uniformly
covers the identity map id : C0(X)→ C0(X). The reflexivity of ≺ is obvious and the transitivity becomes
clear after a momentary reflection on the definition of uniform covering. Furthermore, for φ ,ρ ∈X , we
easily see that φ ≺ φ ⊕ρ and ρ ≺ φ ⊕ρ .
The set of Ku∗ (X ,φ)’s, together with the maps iVφ ,ρ becomes now a directed system indexed byX . The
next lemma ensures that we may arbitrarily choose (and fix that choice of) an isometry Vφ for each φ .
Lemma III.3.8. We adopt the notation from the definition III.3.7. If two isometries V1,V2 : HZ → HX uni-
formly cover ϕ , then the induced maps on K-theory are the same:
(Ad(V1))∗ = (Ad(V2))∗ : K∗(Ψ0φZ (Z))→ K∗(Ψ0φX (X)).
(Note that by the proof of Claim 3, Ad(Vi)’s really map Ψ0φZ (Z) into Ψ
0
φX (X).)
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This lemma is analogous to the second part of [HR00b, Lemma 5.2.4], and the proof carries over verba-
tim. This lemma also implies that ≺ becomes antisymmetric when it descends to Ku∗ (X ,φ)’s.
For each φ there is an obvious homomorphism jφ : Ku∗ (X ;φ)→Ku∗ (X). It is also clear that jφ ’s commute
with iVφ ,ρ ’s, which allows us to state the final proposition of this section:
Proposition III.3.9 (Direct limit version). With the notation above,
Ku∗ (X) = limφ∈X
jφ (Ku∗ (X ,φ)).
III.4 Mayer–Vietoris sequence
The goal of this section is to prove the Mayer–Vietoris sequence for uniform K-homology groups:
Proposition III.4.1 (Mayer–Vietoris sequence). Let A,B ⊂ X be closed subsets of X, such that A∪B = X,
int(A∩B) 6= /0 and d(A\B,B\A)> 0.3 Then there is a 6-term exact sequence
Ku0 (A∩B) // Ku0 (A)⊕Ku0 (B) // Ku0 (X)

Ku1 (X)
OO
Ku1 (A)⊕Ku1 (B)oo Ku1 (X).oo
Before outlining the proof, we need a definition:
Definition III.4.2. Given a Hilbert space H and a *-representation φ : C0(X)→B(H), we let Ψ0φ (X ,Z)⊂
Ψ0φ (X) to be the set of all operators T ∈ Ψ0φ (X) which are uniform on X \ Z, that is, such that for every
ε > 0,R≥ 0, there exists M > 0, such that for every f ∈CR(X) with f |Z = 0 we have that φ( f )T and Tφ( f )
are (ε,M)–approximable. Also, we set Duφ (X ,Z) =Ψ
0
φ⊕0(X ,Z)⊂B(H⊕H).
Note that a proof similar to the proof of Lemma III.3.2 yields that Ψ0φ (X ,Z) is a closed two-sided ideal
of Ψ0φ (X).
Proof of III.4.1. The strategy is to first use the C*-algebra Mayer–Vietoris sequence (with φ fixed), and then
apply Propositions III.3.3, III.3.9 and Excision Lemma III.4.3 to obtain the result.
Keeping the notation from III.4.1, we have that Duφ (X ,A)∩Duφ (X ,B) = Duφ (X ,A∩B) directly from the
definitions, and Duφ (X ,A)+D
u
φ (X ,B) =D
u
φ (X) (by a partition of unity argument
4). Subsequently, from the
C*-algebra Mayer–Vietoris sequence, we get that
K0(Duφ (X ,A∩B)) // K0(Duφ (X ,A))⊕K0(Duφ (X ,B)) // K0(Duφ (X))

K1(Duφ (X))
OO
K1(Duφ (X ,A))⊕K1(Duφ (X ,B))oo K1(Duφ (X ,A∩B))oo
3This last condition just expresses the requirement that “the overlap of A and B does not get arbitrarily thin”. It is used only in
the next footnote.
4Take f ,g ∈Cb(X) with f +g= 1, f |X\A = 0 and g|X\B = 0, f ,g are L-continuous for some L (this is possible since d(A\B,B\
A)> 0). Write T = Tφ( f )+Tφ(g). Now if h|A = 0, then Tφ( f )φ(h) = 0 and φ(h)Tφ( f ) = [φ(h),T ]φ( f )+Tφ(h)φ( f ).
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is exact.
The general Mayer–Vietoris sequence now follows by “taking the direct limit”, i.e. using naturality of
our constructions, Proposition III.3.9 and Excision Lemma III.4.3.
It remains to deal with the excision lemma. For the rest of this section, we shall denote by X a proper
metric space, and by Z ⊆ X a closed subset of X .
Lemma III.4.3 (Excision lemma). There is a natural isomorphism
lim
φ
K∗(Duφ (X ,Z))∼= limφZ K∗(D
u
φZ (Z)).
By virtue of III.3.9, we may say that the “relative uniform K-homology” Ku∗ (X ,Z) is isomorphic to Ku∗ (Z).
Proof. The strategy is obtain a commutative diagram (notation will be introduced in the course of the proof)
K∗(Ψ0φX (X ,Z))
Ad(W )
''OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
O
Ad(SW ) // K∗(Ψ0φ ′X (X ,Z))
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
H
//
K∗(Ψ0φZ (Z))
Ad(V )
77oooooooooooo
Ad(WV ) // K∗(Ψ0φ ′Z (Z))
Ad(S)
77ooooooooooo
//
(III.1)
starting with the following data: a representation φX : C0(X)→ B(HX), a representation φZ : C0(Z)→
B(HZ) and an isometry V : HZ → HX , which uniformly covers pi (this gives the first ↗ in (III.1)). In
the diagram, the horizontal arrows shall uniformly cover the identity (on the level of K-theory), and the
diagonals heading up will uniformly cover pi . This would establish the lemma.
Let us now explain how can we arrange the situation from the previous paragraph. If we start with a
∗-representation φX : C0(X)→B(HX), it induces a Borel measure on X , and extends to a ∗-representation
(also denoted by φX ) of `∞(X). In particular, we may restrict φX to a representation φZ : C0(Z)→B(HX) and
let HZ = χZHX . Then the inclusion V : HZ ↪→ HX actually exactly covers pi , i.e. V ∗φX( f )V = φZ(pi( f )) =
φ(χZ f ) for all f ∈C0(X).
Conversely, starting with a ∗-representation φZ : C0(Z)→B(HZ), we obtain a ∗-representation φX =
φZ ◦pi of C0(X), so that we can put HX = HZ and V = id.
The rest of the proof is devoted to obtaining a diagram (III.1) from given φX , φZ and V uniformly
covering pi . We accomplish our goal by a series of claims, very much like [HR00b, proof of 3.5.7].
Claim 3. Ad(V )(Ψ0φZ (Z))⊂Ψ0φX (X ,Z).
Proof. We first show that VV ∗ ∈Ψ0φX (X ,Z). Decompose HX =VV ∗HX⊕ (1−VV ∗)HX . With respect to this
decomposition VV ∗ =
(
1 0
0 0
)
, and we denote φX =
(
φ11 φ12
φ21 φ22
)
. The fact that VV ∗ is φX –uniformly pseudolocal
is equivalent to
φ12(·) and φ21(·) are l-uniformly approximable.
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Using the covering assumption,
φ11( f ∗ f ) =VV ∗φX( f ∗ f )VV ∗ ∼lua VφZ(pi( f ∗ f ))V ∗ =VφZ(pi( f ))∗φZ(pi( f ))V ∗ ∼lua
∼lua VV ∗φX( f )∗VV ∗φX( f )VV ∗ = φ11( f )∗φ11( f ).
Since φX is a *-homomorphism, we have
φ21( f )∗φ21( f ) = φ11( f ∗ f )−φ11( f )∗φ11( f ) (III.2)
for each f ∈ C0(X). In other words, φ21(·)∗φ21(·) is l-uniformly approximable. Using the spectral theo-
rem for compact selfadjoint operators5, also
√
φ21(·)∗φ21(·) = |φ21( f )| is l-uniformly approximable. Let
φ21( f ) = u( f )|φ21( f )| denote the polar decomposition. From this formula, it follows that φ21( f ) is l-
uniformly approximable as well.
To show that VV ∗ is uniform on X \Z, it suffices to observe that in addition to φ12(·) and φ21(·) being
l-uniformly approximable, we also have φ11( f ) =VV ∗φX( f )VV ∗ ∼lua VφZ(pi( f ))V ∗ = 0 for f ∈C0(X \Z).
We have shown that VV ∗ ∈Ψ0φX (X ,Z). From this, we easily get that Ad(V )mapsΨ0φZ (Z) intoΨ∗φX (X ,Z).
Let σ : C0(Z)→C0(X) be a completely positive lift of pi that satisfies
• if f ∈CR(X) then supp(σ(pi( f )))⊂ {x ∈ X | d(x,supp( f ))≤ 1},
• there exists L′, such that if f is L-continuous then σ( f ) is L+L′-continuous.
In particular, if g ∈CR(Z) then σ(g) ∈CR+2(X). Such a lift exists.6 Now φXσ : C0(Z)→B(HX) is a com-
pletely positive map, so by the Stinespring’s theorem, there exist a Hilbert space H and maps ρ12,ρ21,ρ22
such that
φ ′Z =
(
φXσ ρ12
ρ21 ρ22
)
: C0(Z)→B(HX ⊕H)
is a *-homomorphism. Denote by W : HX → HX ⊕H the obvious inclusion.
Claim 4. The *-homomorphism Ad(W ) maps Ψ0φX (X ,Z) into Ψ
0
φ ′Z
(Z). Furthermore WV uniformly covers
id : C0(Z)→C0(Z). In other words, W ∗V ∗φ ′Z(·)VW −φZ(·) is l-uniformly approximable on C0(Z).
Proof. Decomposing into matrices shows that Ad(W )(T ) belongs to Ψ0φ ′Z (Z) if and only if Tρ12(·) and
ρ21(·)T are l-uniformly approximable. Since φ ′Z is a *-homomorphism, we have ρ21( f )∗ρ21( f )∈ φX(C0(X \
Z)) for all f ∈C0(Z), cf. (III.2). It follows that ρ∗21( f )ρ21( f )T is l-uniformly approximable. Consequently,
T ∗ρ∗21( f )ρ21( f )T = (ρ21( f )T )∗(ρ21( f )T ) is l-uniformly approximable as well, and it follows by the argu-
ment in the proof of claim 3 that ρ21( f )T itself is as well. This finishes the first part.
5If k ∈K is selfadjoint, then for ε > 0 we can approximate k by a rank-M operator, where M is the sum of dimensions of
eigenspaces corresponding to all eigenvalues λ with |λ |> ε .
6Note that a positive map between commutative C*-algebras is automatically completely positive, and a nice positive linear lift
can be constructed using a linear basis and the Urysohn lemma–type construction. The L-continuity can be arranged.
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To see that WV uniformly covers id on C0(Z), just observe that for f ∈C0(Z), we have
V ∗W ∗φ ′Z( f )WV =V
∗φX(σ( f ))V ∼lua φZ(pi(σ( f ))) = φZ( f )
by the assumption of V .
The next step is to consider the Hilbert space H ′X = HX ⊕ (HX ⊕H) with the *-representation φ ′X =
φX ⊕φ ′Zpi of C0(X). Denote by S : HX ⊕H→H ′X the inclusion (HX is included as the second HX summand).
Claim 5. S uniformly covers pi . Ad(SW ) is homotopic to a *-homomorphism which uniformly covers
id : C0(X)→C0(X). Hence we are in the position to iterate the construction we’ve done so far to obtain a
commutative diagram (III.1).
Proof. In fact, S actually exactly covers pi , since S∗φ ′X S= φ ′Zpi . Continuing with the second part of the claim,
note that SW includes HX into HX ⊕HX ⊕H as the second copy of HX . If we denote by Y : HX → HX ⊕
HX ⊕H the inclusion as the first summand, then Ad(Y ) exactly covers id : C0(X)→ C0(X). Furthermore,
Ad(SW ) and Ad(Y ) are homotopic via the homotopy of *-homomorphisms
At : T 7→
 sin
2(pi2 t)T sin(
pi
2 t)cos(
pi
2 t)T 0
sin(pi2 t)cos(
pi
2 t)T cos
2(pi2 t)T 0
0 0 0
 , t ∈ [0,1].
It remains to verify that At maps Ψ0φX (X ,Z) into Ψ
0
φ ′X
(X ,Z). To this end, it is enough to observe that if T ∈
Ψ0φX (X ,Z), then T˜ =
(
T T 0
T T 0
0 0 0
)
∈B(HX ⊕HX ⊕H) is φ ′X –l-uniformly pseudolocal and uniform on C0(X \Z).
For f ∈C0(X), we compute
[T˜ ,φ ′X( f )] =
 TφX( f )−φX( f )T TφXσpi( f )−φX( f )T 0TφX( f )−φXσpi( f )T TφXσpi( f )−φXσpi( f )T 0
0 0 0
 .
It is clear that for showing l-pseudolocality of T˜ it suffices to see that TφX( f )−φXσpi( f )T = [T,φX( f )]+
(φX( f −σpi( f )))T is l-uniformly approximable. But f −σpi( f ) ∈ C0(X \Z), hence the assertion follows
from the assumptions on T and the lift σ .
Similarly T˜φ ′X( f ) =
(
TφX ( f ) TφXσpi( f ) 0
TφX ( f ) TφXσpi( f ) 0
0 0 0
)
and the uniformness of T˜ on C0(X \Z) follows from the ob-
servation that pi( f ) = 0 for f ∈C0(X \Z).
This finishes the proof of Lemma III.4.3.
III.5 Finite propagation representatives
In this section, we prove that any class in a uniform K-homology group to have can be represented by a
uniform Fredholm module with the operator having finite propagation. The proof follows the outline of the
proof of analogous result in analytic K-homology.
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Definition III.5.1. An open cover of X is said to
• have finite multiplicity, if for any R ≥ 0 there is K ≥ 0, such that any ball with radius R intersects at
most K elements of the cover;
• be uniformly bounded, if there is a common upper bound for all the diameters of members of the
cover.
Remark III.5.2. Any space X with bounded geometry admits uniformly bounded covers with finite multi-
plicity. However, bounded geometry alone produces such covers with possibly large bound on the diameters
of the cover members. Consequently, a priori the propagation might not be made arbitrarily small (see the
proof the next proposition). In order to achieve small propagation, we need some small scale (topological)
assumption; for instance finite covering dimension would suffice.
Proposition III.5.3 (Uniform K-homology elements have representatives with finite propagation). Each
uniform K-homology element over a space X with bounded geometry can be represented by a uniform
Fredholm module (H,φ ,S), where S is a finite propagation operator. The propagation of S can be made
arbitrarily small.
Furthermore, we may assume that homotopies go through finite propagation operators as well.
Proof. Let (H,φ ,T ) be a uniform Fredholm module. Let (Ui)i∈I be a uniformly bounded open cover with
finite multiplicity, and let (ϕ2i )i∈I be a continuous partition of unity subordinate to (Ui)i∈I . By replacing the
sets Ui by Nδ (Ui), the δ -neighborhoods for a fixed δ > 0 and obtaining a partition of unity for the cover
(Nδ (Ui))i, we can assume that all ϕi’s are L0-continuous for some L0 ≥ 0.
Denote S=∑i∈I ϕiTϕi. This operator has finite propagation (which is bounded from above by supi diam(Ui)).
We prove that (H,φ ,S) is a uniform Fredholm module which represents the same uniform K-homology el-
ement as (H,φ ,T ).
Fix ε > 0 and R,L > 0. Let M be such that [T,φ(·)] is (ε,R,2max(L0,L),M;φ)–approximable and that
Tφ(·) and φ(·)T are (ε,R,M;φ)–approximable. Denote S′ = S−T = ∑i∈I ϕi[T,ϕi]. By finite multiplicity
assumption, there is M1, such that any ball with radius R intersects at most M1 sets Ui. Take f ∈ CR(X)
and consider f S′ = ∑i fϕi[T,ϕi]. This sum has at most M1 nonzero terms, and each of them is (ε,M)–
approximable, hence f S′ itself is (M1ε,MM1)–approximable. Similarly for f ∈CR,L(X),
S′ f = ∑iϕi[T,ϕi] f = ∑iϕiTϕi f −ϕ2i T f = ∑i(ϕiTϕi f −ϕ2i f T )+∑iϕ2i [ f ,T ] =
= ∑iϕi[T, fϕi]+ [ f ,T ].
The last term is (ε,M)–approximable by assumption, and again only at most M1 terms in the sum are
nonzero, and all of them are (ε,M)–approximable. Consequently, S′ f is (M1+1)ε,MM1+1)–approximable.
Therefore we have proved that S′ is uniform. Applying Lemma III.1.17 finishes the first part of the proof.
For the part on homotopies, we just need to observe that the formula ∑i∈I ϕiTϕi produces a continuous
family if we vary T continuously, thanks to finite multiplicity of the chosen cover.
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III.6 Another picture of uniform Roe C*-algebras
Definition III.6.1. We denote by C∗k (Y ) the norm-closure of the algebra of all locally compact finite propa-
gation operators T =(tyx)with uniformly bounded coefficients inB(`2(Y×N)), which satisfy the additional
condition that the set {tyx | x,y ∈ Y} ⊂K (`2(N)) is compact in the norm topology onK (`2(N)).
Remark III.6.2. The additional condition in the previous definition merely says that up to ε , we have only
finitely many entries tyx.
Another way of stating this condition is that for each ε > 0 there exists M≥ 0, such that each txy, x,y∈Y ,
is at distance at most ε from a rank-M operator.
We now cite a proposition, which provides an estimate on the norm of an operator in terms of its entries:
Proposition III.6.3 (see [Roe03]). Let Y be a uniformly discrete space with bounded geometry, and let
t = (tyz)y,z∈Y be a matrix with entries tyz ∈K (H) [or tyz ∈ C]. For every P > 0 there is C > 0, such that if t
has propagation at most P, we have ‖t‖ ≤C supy,z ‖tyz‖, with the operator norm inB(`2Y ⊗H) [orB(`2Y )
respectively].
We show that as far as K-theory of uniform Roe algebras is concerned, we may work with C∗k (Y ).
Lemma III.6.4. If Y be a uniformly discrete metric space with bounded geometry, then C∗k (Y )∼=C∗uY ⊗K .
Proof. We show that C∗uY ⊗K (`2(N)) is dense in C∗k (Y ) (with the obvious inclusion). Pick T = (tyx) ∈
C∗k (Y ) and ε > 0. Denote the propagation of T by p. By proposition III.6.3, there is a constant C > 0, such
that if S = (syx) is a matrix of compacts with propagation at most p, then ‖S‖ ≤ C supx,y∈X ‖syx‖. Since
{tyx | x,y ∈ Y} is compact, there is an ε/C-net t1, . . . , tm in it. Then clearly T is ε-far from an operator of
the form T1⊗ t1+ · · ·+Tm⊗ tm, where each Ti ∈C∗uY . This shows the density, which implies that C∗k (Y ) and
C∗uY ⊗K (`2(N)) are actually isomorphic.
The definition of C∗k (Y ) as given above uses the standard basis of the auxiliary Hilbert space `
2N. In
what follows, we develop a usable picture of C∗k (Y ) starting with a general X-module (H,φ), instead of the
concrete one (`2Y⊗`2N,multiplication action). Furthermore, this model allows us to translate from “contin-
uous” spaces X (which are needed in order to observe more than just 0–dimensional phenomena in (uniform)
K-homology) to their discrete models Y ⊂ X (which is supposed to be the target if the index/assembly map).
Let us fix a metric space X for the rest of this section.
Definition III.6.5 (Quasi-lattices, partitions). We say that Y ⊂ X is a quasi–lattice, if Y with induced metric
is uniformly discrete space with bounded geometry, which is coarsely equivalent to X .
We say that a collection (Vy)y∈Y of subsets of X is a quasi–latticing partition, if each Vy is open, Vx∩Vy =
/0 if x 6= y, X =⋃y∈Y Vy, supy∈Y diam(Vy)<∞ and for every ε > 0, supy∈Y #{z∈Y |Vz∩Nbhdε(Vy) 6= /0}<∞.
Remark III.6.6. Not all spaces X have a quasi–lattice, but those with “bounded geometry” in any reasonable
sense do. Furthermore, once there is a quasi–lattice, it’s easy to produce quasi–latticing partitions (for
instance by means of “pick the closest point in Y ” map).
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Example III.6.7. A useful example to have in mind is the one of a graph X (with edges attached), with Y
being its 0-skeleton. More generally, 0-skeleton of a uniformly locally finite simplicial polyhedron (endowed
with a geodesic metric) is a quasi–lattice.
Recall that any *-homomorphism φ : C0(X)→B(H) induces a Borel measure on X , and extends to a
representation (also denoted by φ ) of `∞(X). We shall use this fact without mentioning explicitly throughout
this section.
Definition III.6.8 (Bases choice). Given a metric space X , we define the bases choice A for X to be a
5-tuple (Y,(Vy)y∈Y ,H,φ ,{Sy}y∈Y ), where
• Y ⊂ X is a quasi–lattice of X
• (Vy)y∈Y is a quasi–latticing partition of X
• H is a Hilbert space, φ : C0(X)→B(H) a non-degenerate ∗-representation,
• Sy = (eyi )Nyi=1 is a basis of Hy = φ(χVy)H (where we allow Ny ∈ N∪{∞} and we put by convention
thatSy = /0 if Hy = {0}).
Such a bases choice determines a (possibly non-surjective) isometry uA : H =⊕yHy→ `2(Y ×N).
Definition III.6.9 (Realizations ofMn(C∗uY⊗K )). Let X be a metric space, Y ⊂X a quasi–lattice, (Vy)y∈Y a
quasi–latticing partition, and let Ai = (Y,(Vy)y∈Y ,Hi,φi,{S iy}y∈Y ), i = 1, . . . ,k be bases choices. Define the
C*-algebra C∗k (X ,A1, . . . ,Ak) ⊂B(⊕ki=1Hi) as the closure of the algebra of the operators T ∈B(⊕ki=1Hi)
satisfying the following conditions:
• T has finite propagation,
• there exists M ≥ 0, such that each “entry” Tj,i;y,x : φi(χVx)Hi : φ j(χVy)H j only uses the first M basis
vectors from basesS ix ,S
j
y .
There is an injective *-homomorphism
Ad(uA1⊕·· ·⊕uAk) : C∗k (X ,A1, . . . ,Ak)→Mk(C∗k (Y )).
We call the C*-algebra C∗k (X ,A )⊂B(H) the A -realization of C∗k (Y ).
Remark III.6.10. Note that C∗k (X ,A ) is isomorphic only to a subalgebra of C
∗
k (Y ) in general, but if eachSy
is infinite, then C∗k (Y ) and C
∗
k (X ,A ) are isomorphic.
Define supp(A ) = {y ∈Y |Sy 6= /0}. If supp(A ) is coarsely equivalent to Y , we have that K∗(C∗k (Y ))∼=
K∗(C∗k (X ,A )). More precisely, C
∗
k (Y ) and C
∗
k (X ,A ) are Morita equivalent. Indeed, M∞(C
∗
k (X ,A )) ∼=
M∞(C∗u(supp(A ))), for Morita equivalence of C∗u(supp(A )) and C∗uY we refer to [BNW07].
We continue by defining a relation between tuples of bases choices, in order to be able to get an inductive
limit of realizations of C∗k (Y ). We begin by a notion similar to an inclusion between a pair of bases choices.
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Definition III.6.11. Fix a quasi–lattice Y ⊂X . LetAi =
(
Y,(V iy)y∈Y ,Hi,φi,{S iy}
)
, i= 1,2, be bases choices.
We shall write A1 ⊆A2, if the following conditions are satisfied:
• For each y ∈ Y , φ(χV 1y )H1 is isometric to a subspace of φ(χV 2y )H2 via an isometry vy.
• each vy maps n-th vector in the basisS 1y to the n-vector in the basisS 2y .
A weaker version of ⊆, denoted now by A1 vA2, is defined in the same manner, except the last condition
is replaced by
• for all k ∈N there is l ∈N, such that for all y ∈Y the vy-images of the first k vectors ofS 1y are among
the linear span of the first l vectors ofS 2y .
We now extend this inclusion to lists. Given two lists of bases choices (A1, . . . ,Ak) and (A ′1 , . . . ,A
′
l )
for X with respect to Y , we shall write (A ′1 , . . . ,A
′
l ) ≺ (A1, . . . ,Ak), if there is an injective function
σ : {1, . . . , l} → {1, . . . ,k}, such that A ′i ⊆ Aσ(i) for all i = 1, . . . , l. If this happens, then there is a nat-
ural embedding i : C∗k (X ,A
′
1 , . . . ,A
′
l )→C∗k (X ,A1, . . . ,Ak) (implemented by the *-homomorphism Ad(V ),
where V =⊕yvy is the isometric embedding of appropriate Hilbert spaces). This embedding commutes with
maps between matrix algebras over C∗k (Y ) as follows:
C∗k (X ,A
′
1 , . . . ,A
′
l ) //
Ad(uA ′1
⊕···⊕uA ′l )

C∗k (X ,A1, . . . ,Ak)
Ad(uA1⊕···⊕uAk )

Ml(C∗k (Y ))
hσ⊗id //Mk(C∗k (Y )).
(III.3)
By hσ :Ml(C)→Mk(C) we denote the embedding of matrix algebras determined by σ . More precisely,
hσ is the linear extension of the following assignment of matrix unitsMl(C) 3 ei j 7→ eσ(i)σ( j) ∈Mk(C).
Furthermore, if we assume that A ′i = Aσ(i) for i = 1, . . . , l, and and if supp(A j) is coarsely equivalent
to Y for each j = 1, . . . ,k, then the top horizontal map induces an isomorphism on K-theory. This is a
straightforward generalization of remark III.6.10.
Note that for any bases choice A = (Y,(Vy)y∈Y ,H,φ ,{Sy}y∈Y ), there is another one A ′ with A ⊆A ′,
such that supp(A ′)=Y . This can be arranged by choosing the Hilbert space ofA ′ to be H ′=H⊕`2(Y×N),
the direct sum action of C0(X) and a suitable choice of basesS ′y .
The previous discussion, together with lemma III.6.4, culminates in the following lemma:
Lemma III.6.12 (A picture for K∗(C∗uY )). Let X be metric space and let Y ⊂ X be a quasi–lattice. The
collectionX of all finite lists (A1, . . . ,Ak) of bases choices for X with Y fixed forms a directed system. We
have that there is an isomorphism η
η : limX K∗(C∗k (X ,A1, . . . ,Ak))
∼=−→ K∗(C∗uY ).
The following lemma shows that given a finite propagation uniform operator T on an X-module H, we
can always find a bases choice A , such that T ∈C∗k (X ,A ).
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Lemma III.6.13. Let X be metric space, let Y ⊂ X be a quasi–lattice and let (Vy)y∈Y be a quasi–latticing
partition of X. Let H be a Hilbert space and let φ : C0(X)→B(H) be a *-homomorphism. Given a finite
collection T1, . . . ,Tk ∈B(H) of uniform operators with finite propagation, there exists a bases choice A ,
such that Ti ∈C∗k (X ,A ) for all i = 1, . . . ,k.
Proof. For simplicity, assume that we are given just one T ∈B(H) to deal with (it will be clear that we can
follow the procedure outlined below simultaneously for finitely many operators).
Denote Hy = φ(χVyH) and Tyz = φ(χVy)Tφ(χVz) ∈B(Hz,Hy). Since T has finite propagation and Y is
uniformly discrete, there is a K, such that there are at most K nonzero entries in each column and row of the
matrix (Txz)x,z∈Y .
Fix ε1 = 1 and take R > supy∈Y diam(Vy). It follows from the assumption that there exists M, such that
each Tyz is (ε1,M)–approximable. Therefore, for each y∈Y , there are 2M orthonormal vectors ey1, . . . ,ey2M ∈
Hy, for which there are 2M× 2M-matrices which in these (partial) bases represent operators sy ∈B(Hy)
with ‖Tyy− sy‖< ε1.
Fix y ∈ Y for a while and consider the “column” (Tyz)z∈Y . Each of them is (ε1,M)–approximable, but
not necessarily by a matrix in the so far chosen partial basis ey1, . . . ,e
y
2M. By adding at most M vectors to the
chosen partial bases for Hy and Hz respectively, we can ensure that Tyz will be (ε1,M)–approximable in the
partial bases of Hy and Hz. We can do this for each nonzero Tyz, z∈Y , resulting in having chosen partial basis
for Hy having at most (2+K)M elements, and partial bases for Hz’s having at most 3M elements. Doing this
process for all y ∈ Y results in choosing partial bases for each Hy having at most (2+2K)M elements, now
with the property that each Tyz is (ε1,M)–approximable with matrices in the chosen partial bases. We make
the partial bases to have exactly (2+2K)M elements by adding arbitrary unit vectors, which are orthogonal
to all previously added.
To finish the construction, we choose a sequence of εn > 0 converging to 0, and do the above described
process for each n, always just adding the newly chosen partial bases to the previous ones. Hence, we have
constructedA =A (Y ). The fact that T ∈C∗k (X ,A ) follows easily from the construction and the following
estimate III.6.3.
In fact, we can improve the previous lemma to finite collections of uniform operators which are do not
necessarily have finite propagation, but are only approximable by finite propagation ones. To carry out
the argument, we are going to use the relation v on bases choices (see definition III.6.11). Note that if
A1 vA2, then C∗k (X ,A1)⊂C∗k (X ,A2): Let w ∈C∗k (X ,A1) be finite propagation operator, such that a bound
M on the number of basis vectors from S 1y which are used in each entry wyz of w. By the last condition in
the definition of v, there is a number M′, such that for each y ∈Y , the first M vectors ofS 1y are in the linear
span of the first M′ vectors ofS 2y . Consequently, entries wyz use only the first M′ vectors of basesS 2y , and
so w ∈C∗k (X ,A2).
Lemma III.6.14. Let X be metric space, let Y ⊂ X be a quasi–lattice and let (Vy)y∈Y be a quasi–latticing
partition of X. Let H be a Hilbert space and let φ : C0(X)→B(H) be a *-homomorphism. Given a finite
collection T1, . . . ,Tk ∈ Θ(φ), the C*-algebra generated by uniform operators with finite propagation, there
exists a bases choice A , such that Ti ∈C∗k (X ,A ) for all i = 1, . . . ,k.
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We isolate a part of the proof of the above lemma as another lemma, as it is useful by itself.
Lemma III.6.15. Let X be metric space, let Y ⊂ X be a quasi–lattice and let (Vy)y∈Y be a quasi–latticing
partition of X. Let H be a Hilbert space and let φ : C0(X)→B(H) be a *-homomorphism. Assume that we
are given a countable collection A1, . . . ,An, . . . of bases choices. Then there exists a bases choice A , such
that Ai vA , i≥ 1.
Proof. Denote An = (Y,(Vy)y∈Y ,H,φ ,{S ny }y∈Y ). We now define bases Sy out of S ny (and put A =
(Y,(Vy)y∈Y ,H,φ ,Sy)). Assume that we’re given a sequence ((ei)i≥1 )n≥1 of orthonormal bases of `2N.
We make one basis out of this sequence as follows: we fix a bijection α : N×N → N (for instance
α(n, i) = 12(n+ i− 1)(n+ i− 2) + i; say we think of N×N to be the lattice points in the first quadrant
of the plane, and we enumerate the points along the diagonals going from “top–left” to “right–bottom”). Let
(β1,β2) : N→ N×N be its inverse. Now take the sequence of vectors k 7→ eβ1(k)β2(k), and apply the Gramm–
Schmidt orthogonalization process to it. We obtain a new basis, which obviously has the following property:
for each n ≥ 1 and i ≥ 1, the vectors en1, . . . ,en1 are in the linear span of the first α(n, i) basis vectors of the
new basis. Applying this procedure to each sequence (S ny )n≥1 yields the basesSy we need.
A quick glance at the definition of the relation v for bases choices that A is as required.
Proof of lemma III.6.14. For simplicity, we concentrate on the case that k = 1, i.e. when we are given one
operator T ∈ Θ(φ). Note that T is uniform by the argument of lemma III.3.2. By assumption, T is approx-
imable by a sequence Tn of uniform operators with finite propagation. For each Tn, there is a bases choice
An = (Y,(Vy)y∈Y ,H,φ ,{S ny }y∈Y ), such that Tn ∈C∗k (X ,An). Applying the previous lemma yields a bases
choice A , such that An vA for each n≥ 1. Since C∗k (X ,An)⊂C∗k (X ,A ), Tn is a sequence of operators in
C∗k (X ,A ) which converges to T . This finishes the proof.
III.7 The uniform index map
Let us now turn to the definition and properties of the index map. In the usual analytic K-homology, there is
the index map (often also called the coarse assembly map) from a K-homology K∗(X) of a space X to the K-
theory of its Roe algebra K∗(C∗X). But since the Roe algebras of coarsely equivalent spaces are isomorphic,
the target group of the index map can be understood as the K-theory K∗(C∗Y ) of the Roe algebra of any
quasi–lattice Y ⊂ X .
The quickest way to define this map in the usual case is to use the reformulation of the K-homology as
a K-theory of a dual algebra (see [HR00b, theorem 8.4.3] and section III.3 for an analogous result in the
uniform case) and then the 6-term exact sequence in K-theory, whose boundary maps become the assembly
maps. For the details of this construction, see for instance [HR00b, section 12.3].
The goal of this section is to construct a similar index/assembly map in the uniform setting. More
precisely, we define a homomorphism ∂ : Ku∗ (X)→ K∗(C∗uY ) for a quasi–lattice Y ⊂ X in a metric space X .
However, instead of the C*-algebra route, we take a longer, more hands-on approach.
In this paragraph, we recall the formula for the usual assembly map. If (H,φ ,S) is a 0-Fredholm module,
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we can define its index as follows: denote
W =
(
1 S
0 1
)( 1 0
−S∗ 1
)(
1 S
0 1
)(
0 −1
1 0
) ∈M2(B(H)).
This is an invertible inM2(B(H)). Then put ind(S) =W
(
1 0
0 0
)
W−1 ∈M2(B(H)). Concretely,
ind(S) =
(
SS∗+(1−SS∗)SS∗ S(1−S∗S)+(1−SS∗)S(1−S∗S)
S∗(1−SS∗) (1−S∗S)2
)
.
A simple computation shows that ind(S) is actually an idempotent inM2(B(H)). Furthermore, ∂ (H,φ ,S)=
[ind(S)]− [( 1 00 0)] is a K0-class in the K-theory group of appropriate algebra, modulo which is S invertible.
For example, starting with a finite propagation S, one gets ∂ (H,φ ,S) in K0(C∗X), the K-theory of the Roe
C*-algebra.
Starting with a 1-Fredholm module (H,φ ,Q), its index can be constructed using the formula ind(Q) =
exp(−2pii Q+12 ) ∈B(H). The operator ind(Q) is invertible7, but even if we start with a finite propagation Q,
ind(Q) might not have finite propagation. However, it is approximable by finite propagation invertibles in
this case, hence still gives a class [ind(Q)] ∈ K1(C∗X).
Let us now turn to the uniform case. Fix a quasi–lattice Y ⊂ X . We define ∂ : Ku∗ (X)→ K∗(C∗uY ) in the
following lemma:
Proposition III.7.1 (Uniform index map, even case). Let (H,φ ,S) be a 0-uniform Fredholm module with
S having finite propagation. For any quasi–lattice Y ⊂ X, there exists a bases choice A = A (Y ) =
((Vy)y∈Y ,H,{(eyi )i∈N}y∈Y ), such that ind(S) ∈M2(B(H)) is an idempotent that belongs to C∗k (X ,A ,A ).
Furthermore, we can define a group homomorphism ∂ : Ku0 (X)→ K0(C∗uY ) by
∂ [(H,φ ,S)] = η∗
(
[ind(S)]− [( 1 00 0)]) ∈ K0(C∗uY ),
i.e. the right-hand side does not depend on the choices made. Recall that η is described in lemma III.6.12.
Proposition III.7.2 (Uniform index map, odd case). Let (H,φ ,Q) be a 1-uniform Fredholm module with
Q having finite propagation. For any quasi–lattice Y ⊂ X there exists a bases choice A = A (Y ) =
((Vy)y∈Y ,H,{(eyi )i∈N}y∈Y ), such that ind(Q) ∈B(H) is an invertible that actually belongs to C∗k (X ,A )+.
Furthermore, the map ∂ : Ku1 (X)→ K1(C∗uY ) defined by
∂ [H,φ ,Q] = η∗[ind(Q)] ∈ K1(C∗uY )
is a group homomorphism.
Proof of the 0-case. Picking any quasi–latticing partition (Vy)y∈Y , the existence of suitable A follows from
the lemma III.6.13, applied to the four entries of ind(S), which are uniform and have finite propagation.
It is clear that our construction of the index preserves direct sums. Also, the index of a degener-
ate element gives zero in the K-theory. Indeed, if (H,φ ,S) is a degenerate 0-Fredholm module, then
7When we talk about invertibles in a non-unital C*-algebra, we mean that they are invertible in the unitization.
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φ( f ) ind(S) =
(
φ( f ) 0
0 0
)
for any f ∈C0(X), so by using a partition of unity we obtain that ind(S) =
(
1 0
0 0
)
.
Thus, to finish the proof, we need to show the independence of the index on the choice of A , and under
homotopies of uniform Fredholm modules. Our proof for homotopies includes the argument for choices of
A , since we can just take a constant homotopy, and choose different bases choices at the endpoints. We
shall now outline the proof for homotopies.
Assume that we are given a homotopy (H,φt ,St) of uniform Fredholm modules. We assume that all St
have finite propagation (see proposition III.5.3), so that the index as we have defined it can be constructed.
Note that the requirements on φt imply that B =Θ(φt), the C*-algebra generated by all φ -uniform operators
with φ -finite propagation, does not depend on t.
By applying the index formula to St , we obtain a norm-continuous path of projections in M2(B) ⊂
M2(B(H)). For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that we have a norm-continuous path of projections
(Tt) in B itself.
Choose A0 and A1 to be bases choices corresponding to (H,φ0) and (H,φ1) respectively, such that
Ti ∈C∗k (X ,Ai), i = 0,1. Now we are in the position to apply lemma III.7.3, which finishes the proof for the
even case.
Proof of the 1-case. The operator ind(Q)= exp(−2pii Q+12 )−1∈B(H) is uniform (P= Q+12 satisfies P2∼ua
P and so exp(−2piiP)−1∼ua P(exp(−2pii)−1) = 0), but might not have finite propagation. However, from
the formula for ind(Q) and finite propagation of Q it follows that ind(Q)− 1 ∈ Θ(φ), and so the existence
of suitable A follows from lemma III.6.14 (after we’ve fixed some quasi–latticing partition (Vy)y∈Y ).
We reduce the independence of the index on homotopies to independence on bases choices. Taking a
homotopy (H,φt ,Qt) of 1-uniform Fredholm modules, we assume that all Qt have finite propagation. It
follows that Ut = ind(Qt), t ∈ [0,1] is a homotopy of invertibles in B+ =Θ(φ0)+. Since the set of invertibles
is open, by a standard compactness argument we can assume that the homotopy is piecewise-linear. Hence,
it is sufficient to assume that we have just one linear path of invertibles from (say) U0 to U1 in B+, and that
we are given two bases choices A0 and A1, such that Ui ∈C∗k (X ,Ai)+, i = 1,2. Applying lemma III.6.15
gives a bases choice A , such that Ai vA for each i = 1,2. Hence U0,U1 and the whole (linear) homotopy
between them is actually in C∗k (X ,A )
+. So [U0] = [U1] ∈ K1(C∗k (X ,A )), and the assertion will follow from
the independence of the index on the choice of a bases choice.
We find ourselves in the following situation: we are given an invertible U = 1+K, K ∈ B = Θ(φ), and
two bases choices A0, A1, such that K ∈C∗k (X ,Ai), i = 0,1.
We will think ofMk =Mk(C) asB(span(e1, . . . ,ek)) inK (`2N), where e1,e2, . . . is the standard basis
of `2N. Let A ⊂B(`2(Y )⊗ `2N) be the algebra of all finite propagation matrices (tyz)y,z∈Y for which there
exists k ∈ N with tyz ∈Mk for all y,z ∈ Y . Then C∗k (Y ) is the norm closure of A. Denote u0 = uA0 and
u1 = uA1 .
We will prove that
(
U 0
0 1
) ∼ ( 1 00 U ) ∈ C∗k (X ,A0,A1)+. The standard rotation homotopy between these
two matrices has the form 1+
(
sin2( pi2 t) cos(
pi
2 t)sin(
pi
2 t)
cos( pi2 t)sin(
pi
2 t) cos
2( pi2 t)
)
K, and so it is sufficient to prove that actually(
0 K
0 0
)
and
(
0 0
K 0
) ∈C∗k (X ,A0,A1). Equivalently, that u0Ku∗1 and u1Ku∗0 ∈ A.
Pick ε > 0. Since K ∈C∗k (X ,Ai), i = 0,1, there exist sˆ0, sˆ1 ∈B(H) with finite propagation, such that
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si := uisˆiu∗i ∈ A and ‖sˆi −K‖ < ε for i = 0,1. Since K ∈ B, there exist an operator Kˆ ∈ B with finite
propagation, such that ‖K− Kˆ‖< ε , i = 0,1. Consequently, ‖sˆi− Kˆ‖< 2ε for i = 0,1.
At this moment, we can apply the proof of claim 6 (with v = 1 and T0 = K, otherwise verbatim), to
obtain p ∈ A, such that ‖p− u1Ku∗0‖ < 8ε . Letting ε → 0, we obtain that u1Ku∗0 ∈ A. Analogous proof
shows also u0Ku∗1 ∈ A. We are done.
Lemma III.7.3. Let H be a Hilbert space, φ : C0(X)→B(H) a *-representation. Denote B = Θ(φ) ⊂
B(H), the C*-algebra generated by φ -uniform operators with φ -finite propagation. Assume that Tt , t ∈ [0,1]
is a homotopy of projections in B, and that A0 and A1 are two bases choices, such that Ti ∈ C∗k (X ,Ai)8.
Then [T0] = [T1] ∈ K0(C∗k (X ,A0,A1)).
Proof. Since Tt is a homotopy of projections Tt in a C*-algebra B, there exists an invertible element v0 ∈ B
with ‖v0‖= 1, such that T1 = v−10 T0v0 (see eg. [Bla98, Proposition 4.3.2]). Note that v0 might not have finite
propagation, so we will need to make some approximations further on.
The images of T0 and T1 under the inclusions of C∗k (X ,Ai), i = 0,1, into C
∗
k (X ,A0,A1) ⊂M2(B(H))
are the operators
(T0 0
0 0
)
and
( 0 0
0 T1
)
. These two projections are Murray–von Neumann equivalent by the
elements x =
( 0 T0v0
0 0
)
and y =
(
0 0
v−10 T0 0
)
. To finish the argument, we must show that x,y ∈C∗k (X ,A0,A1).
For the rest of the proof, we will think of Mk =Mk(C) as B(span(e1, . . . ,ek)) in K (`2N), where
e1,e2, . . . is the standard basis of `2N. Let A ⊂ B(`2(Y )⊗ `2N) be the algebra of all finite propagation
matrices (tyz)y,z∈Y for which there exists k ∈N with tyz ∈Mk for all y,z ∈Y . Then C∗k (Y ) is the norm closure
of A.
We shall give a proof that y ∈C∗k (X ,A0,A1); a proof for x is analogous. Denote u0 = uA0 and u1 = uA1 .
We need to show that y ∈Ad(u0⊕u1)(M2(C∗k (Y ))). This will follow from the following statement: For
any ε > 0, there exists p ∈ A, such that ‖p− u1v−10 T0u∗0‖ < ε . By the choice of A0 and A1, we know that
there are sˆ0, sˆ1 ∈B(H), such that u0sˆ0u∗0,u1sˆ1u∗1 ∈ A, ‖sˆ0−T0‖ < ε and ‖sˆ1− v−10 T0v0‖ < ε . Note that sˆ0
and sˆ1 have finite propagation. Furthermore, there exists an invertible element v ∈ B with finite propagation,
norm 1, and ‖v− v0‖< ε and ‖v−1− v−10 ‖< ε . It follows that ‖vsˆ1v−1−T0‖< 3ε .
At this moment, the setting is as follows: we have a finite propagation operators v, sˆ0, sˆ1 and T0, such
that ‖sˆ0−T0‖< ε , ‖vsˆ1v−1−T0‖< 3ε .
Claim 6. There exists p ∈ A, such that ‖p−u1sˆ1v−1u∗0‖< 4ε .
Proof of claim. Combining the two inequalities with T0 gives
4ε > ‖sˆ0− vsˆ1v−1‖= ‖v−1sˆ0− sˆ1v−1‖ ≥ ‖u1v−1u∗0u0sˆ0u∗0−u1sˆ1u∗1u1v−1u∗0‖
Denoting w= u1v−1u∗0 ∈B(`2(Y )⊗`2(N)), s0 = u0sˆ0u∗0 ∈ A, s1 = u1sˆ1u∗1 ∈ A, we obtain ‖ws0−s1w‖< 4ε .
Note that w has finite propagation. Let k be such that all entries s0 and s1 belong toMk. We split the standard
basis of `2(Y )⊗`2N into two setsB1 (first k vectors from each {y}⊗`2N) andB2 (the other basis vectors).
8For any bases choiceA , C∗k (X ,A )⊂ B. The uniformity of T ∈C∗k (X ,A ) follows the formula f =∑y f χVy . Note that for fixed
R≥ 0 and f ∈CR(X), there is a uniform bound on the number of nonzero terms in the sum by bounded geometry.
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With respect to this decomposition, we can write s0 =
(
? 0
0 0
)
, s1 =
( s11 0
0 0
)
and w = (w11 w12? ? ). Consequently,
4ε > ‖ws0− s1w‖=
∥∥( ? 0
? 0
)− ( s11w11 s11w120 0 )∥∥= ‖( ? s11w12? 0 )‖ .
Hence ‖s11w12‖ < 4ε . If we denote p =
( s11w11 0
0 0
)
, we immediately see that p ∈ A and ‖s1w− p‖ =∥∥( 0 s11w12
0 0
)∥∥< 4ε .
Returning to the proof of the lemma, we conclude
‖p−u1v−10 T0u∗0‖ ≤ ‖p−u1v−1T0u∗0‖+ ε‖T0‖ ≤
≤ ‖p−u1sˆ1v−1u∗0‖+ ε‖T0‖+3ε < 4Cε+ ε‖T0‖+3ε.
This finishes the proof.
III.8 Amenability
Let X be a graph (with the edges attached) and let Y be its vertex set. Recall the definition of the fundamental
class S ∈ Ku0 (X) (see example III.1.9). Let H = `2Y ⊗ `2N, and endow H with the multiplication action of
C0(X). Let S ∈B(`2N) be the unilateral shift. Let S˜ = diag(S) ∈B(H) and finally denote S = [(H,φ , S˜)].
It is easy to see that S ∈ Ku0 (X), and that ind(S˜) = 1⊗ p0 ∈B(`2Y ⊗`2N), where p0 is a rank one projection
(onto Ce1 ∈ `2N). We also denote by 0 ∈ Ku0 (Y ) the trivial element.
In the view of the characterizations of amenability appearing in [BW92] and [Ele97], the following
proposition is not surprising:
Theorem III.8.1. Let X be a connected graph with the vertex set Y . Then Y is amenable if and only if S 6= 0
in Ku0 (X).
More generally, if X is not connected, then there exists C ≥ 0, such that Y is amenable if and only if S 6= 0
in Ku0 (PC(Y )) (recall that PC(Y ) denotes the Rips complex of Y , see definition II.2.6).
Remark III.8.2. Note that the technical assumption that Y is a graph is not too restrictive, since every metric
space with bounded geometry is coarsely equivalent to a graph.
Proof. If Y is amenable, then ∂ (S)= [1] 6= [0] = ∂0∈K0(C∗uY ) by [Ele97], and so S 6= 0. For the convenience
of the reader, let us sketch this part of Elek’s proof. The idea is that if Y is amenable, then using Følner sets
Bn, one can construct a trace on C∗uY as an ultralimit of functions fn(T ) =
1
|Bn| ∑x∈Bn txx. The trace then
distinguishes [1] from [0] in K0(C∗uY ).
Let us turn to the reverse implication. Assume that Y is not amenable. Let X be Y with all edges attached,
i.e. a space constructed from Y by attaching an interval of length 1 to each pair of vertices with distance 1.
We will proceed to constructing a homotopy connecting S and 0 in Ku0 (X).
First, we describe a “building block”. Denote I = [0,1]. Denote T0 =
(
1 0
0 S
)
and T1 =
(
S 0
0 1
) ∈B(`2W ⊗
`2N). Let the action ψ of C(I) on HI = `2N⊕ `2N be ψ( f )(η ⊕ ξ ) = f (0)η ⊕ f (1)ξ . Let us show a
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homotopy (HI,ψt ,Tt) between (HI,ψ,T0) and (HI,ψ,T1). Define
ψt( f )(η⊕ξ ) =

f (0)η⊕ f (1−3t)ξ 0≤ t ≤ 13
f (0)η⊕ f (0)ξ 13 ≤ t ≤ 23
f (0)η⊕ f (3t−2)ξ 23 ≤ 1
and
Tt =

T0 0≤ t ≤ 13
αt
(
1 0
0 S
)
α∗t 13 ≤ t ≤ 23
T1 23 ≤ 1,
where αt =
(
cos( pi2 (3t−1)) sin( pi2 (3t−1))
−sin( pi2 (3t−1)) cos( pi2 (3t−1))
)
is the rotation homotopy. It is clear that operators
(
Sk 0
0 Sl
)
and(
Sk−1 0
0 Sl+1
)
(on the same Hilbert space with the same action of C(I)) are homotopic as well.
Now we turn to Y ⊂ X . Assuming non-amenability of Y and applying [BW92, Theorem 3.1 and Lemma
2.4], for each y∈Y there exists a “tail”, i.e. a sequence (zyi )i≥0⊂Y , such that z0 = y, C= supy,i(d(zyi ,zyi+1))<
∞, satisfying the condition that in every ball fixed radius, the number of tails passing through is uniformly
bounded.
In the case when X is connected, we can reduce the general C to the case C = 1, i.e. to the situation when
the tails actually follow the edges of X . We do this just by refining the tails. We may achieve this without
violating the condition on uniform bound on tails passing through balls, since Y has bounded geometry. If we
do not assume connectedness, we may get by working with the Rips complex PC(Y ) instead of X = P1(Y ),
since any two points with distance ≤C are connected by an edge in PC(Y ).
By the above condition on the tails, it is possible to partition the collection of edges contained in all tails
((zyi ,z
y
i+1))y∈Y,i∈N (we allow for multiplicities) into finitely many parts A1, . . . ,Ak, such that no two edges
from the same part share a common vertex.
The idea of the rest of the construction is to “send off” the S˜ along the tails off to infinity, and thus con-
necting S˜ with 1. This is done in k steps. In step j, we simultaneously apply the building block construction
to each of the edges in A j (this is possible by the choice of A j), thus “transferring” one S along each of those
edges. After each step, we obtain a diagonal matrix inB(H) with various powers of S on the diagonal. The
whole homotopy begins with S˜, and ends with 1, since after all k steps the S from each y ∈ Y was shifted
away from y along the tail.
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CHAPTER IV
NON-K-EXACT UNIFORM ROE C*-ALGEBRAS
IV.1 K-exactness and K-nuclearity
The notion of K-exactness was introduced in [Ulg05] as a K-theoretic analogue of exactness of C*-algebras.
Recall that a C*-algebra A is exact, if · ⊗min A is an exact functor, i.e. if we min–tensor every term in a
short exact sequence with A, the sequence stays exact. If it does, then we obtain a 6-term exact sequence
in K-theory (as below). It may happen that the tensored short exact sequence is not exact for a non–exact
C*-algebra, but the induced 6-term sequence still is. This leads to the following definition.
Definition IV.1.1. A C*-algebra A is said to be K-exact, if for any exact sequence of C*-algebras 0→ I→
B→ B/I→ 0, the map I⊗min A→ ker(B⊗min A→ (B/I)⊗min A) induces an isomorphism on K-theory.
Proposition IV.1.2 ([Ulg05, 2.3.2]). For a C*-algebra A, the following are equivalent:
• A is K-exact,
• for any exact sequence of C*-algebras 0→ I→ B→ B/I→ 0, there is a cyclic 6-term exact sequence
in K-theory:
K0(I⊗min A) // K0(B⊗min A) // K0(B/I⊗min A)

K1(B/I⊗min A)
OO
K1(B⊗min A)oo K1(I⊗min A).oo
(Note that if A is not K-exact, there might be no such 6-term K-theory sequence at all.),
• for any exact sequence of C*-algebras 0→ I→ B→ B/I→ 0, the sequences
Ki(I⊗min A)→ Ki(B⊗min A)→ Ki(B/I⊗min A),
is exact in the middle for both i = 0,1.
For separable C*-algebras, a sufficient condition for K-exactness is K-nuclearity. The argument [Ulg05,
proposition 3.4.2] can be summarized as follows: the max–tensor product always preserves exact sequences,
and if a C*-algebra is K-nuclear, then min–tensor products and max–tensor products with it are KK–
equivalent. However, this relies on the key properties of KK-theory (existence and associativity of Kasparov
product), which have been proved only for separable C*-algebras in general.
For completeness, we state the definition of K-nuclearity.
Definition IV.1.3. ([Ska88]) A C*-algebra A is called K-nuclear, if there is a representative [(E,φ ,F)] of
1 ∈ KK(A,A), such that the map φ : A→B(E) is strictly nuclear, i.e. approximable in the strict topology
onB(E) by completely positive maps that factor through a finite–dimensional C*-algebras.
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Moving towards the context of coarse geometry, it is a result of Ulgen [Ulg05] that uniformly discrete
spaces with bounded geometry which coarsely embed into a Hilbert space have K-nuclear uniform Roe
C*-algebras. The argument heavily uses the work of Tu [Tu99; Tu00], where he proves that coarse em-
beddability is equivalent to Haagerup property of the coarse groupoid (see [STY02; Roe03] for the precise
definition of the groupoid associated to a coarse space) and that groupoids with Haagerup property are K-
amenable. The argument is finished by noting that the uniform Roe C*-algebra is a crossed product of a
nuclear C*-algebra `∞(X) with the coarse groupoid, and that crossed products with K-amenable groupoids
yield K-nuclear C*-algebras.
These considerations inevitably lead to the question of what can we say about uniform Roe C*-algebras
of spaces that do not uniformly embed into a Hilbert space. The only explicit examples of such spaces
(with bounded geometry) are expanders. In what follows, we prove for a large class of expanders that their
uniform Roe C*-algebras are not K-exact.
From now on, we write just ⊗ instead of ⊗min.
IV.2 Result
Let Γ be a finitely generated discrete group with property τ(L ). For our construction to work, we require
two conditions:
(?) If M,N ∈L then there exists L ∈L , such that L⊂M∩N.
(??) For each N ∈L there exists an irreducible representation piN : GN→B(HN), such that dim(HN)→∞
as N→ ∞.
Remark IV.2.1. The question whether one can always arrange for (?) to hold seems to be open, cf. [LZ07],
question 1.14.
Remark IV.2.2. SinceL is countable, we can construct a metric space unionsqN∈L Γ/N, a coarse disjoint union.
Example IV.2.3. Set Γ= SLn(Z) and L = {SLn(Z/pZ)}, n≥ 2. These choices certainly satisfy the above
requirements: SLn(Z) for n≥ 3 has Kazhdan’s property (T), and the fact that SL2(Z) has τ(L ) is Selberg’s
theorem; (?) is obvious and (??) can be seen from the representation theory.
Proposition IV.2.4. Let Γ be a group having τ(L ) and let X = unionsqN∈L Γ/N. If the conditions (?) and (??)
hold, then C∗uX is not K-exact.
IV.3 Construction
PROOF OF PROPOSITION IV.2.4. For each N ∈L , we denote GN = Γ/N, qN : Γ→ GN the quotient map
and λN : GN →B(`2GN) the left regular representation of GN . Denote also λ˜N = λN ◦qN : Γ→B(`2GN),
X = unionsqN∈LGN and Λ=⊕N∈L λ˜N : Γ→B(`2X).
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By (??), for each N ∈L we have an irreducible representation piN : GN→B(HN). Denote p˜iN = piN ◦qN ,
H =⊕N∈LHN and pi =⊕N∈L piN ◦qN : Γ→B(H). Let us summarize the notation in the following diagram:
Γ
qN //
λ˜N ##G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G GN
λN

B(`2GN)
Γ
qN //
p˜iN ""E
EE
EE
EE
EE
GN
piN

B(HN)
Finally, we let B =∏N∈L B(HN) and J =⊕N∈LB(HN). We obtain an exact sequence of C*-algebras
0→ J→ B→ B/J→ 0.
We shall use this sequence to show that C∗uX is not K-exact. We construct a projection e ∈C∗uX ⊗B, whose
K0-class will violate the exactness of the K-theory sequence
K0(C∗uX⊗ J)→ K0(C∗uX⊗B)→ K0(C∗uX⊗ (B/J)). (IV.1)
To construct such e, we let
T =
1
|S| ∑g∈S
(Λ⊗pi)(g) ∈C∗uX⊗B⊂B(`2X⊗H) =B(⊕M,N∈L `2GN⊗HM).
Remark IV.3.1. If we denote s = 1|S| ∑g∈S g ∈CΓ, then T = (Λ⊗pi)(s). One of the formulations of property
(T) is that Γ has property (T) iff 1 is an isolated point of the spectrum of s. In this case, the sought projection
e would be just the image of the Kazhdan projection p ∈C∗Γ (the spectral projection of s corresponding to
the eigenvalue 1) under Λ⊗pi : C∗Γ→C∗uX⊗B.
Lemma IV.3.2. The spectrum of T is contained in [−1,1] and contains 1 as an isolated point.
Assuming this lemma, we set e ∈C∗uX⊗B to be the spectral projection of T corresponding to the eigen-
value 1. Lemmas IV.3.3 and IV.3.4 then show that e witnesses that the sequence (IV.1) is not exact, thus
finish the proof of the proposition.
Note that each `2GN⊗HM is Γ-invariant, hence the operator T is actually “diagonal”, i.e. in the decom-
position `2X⊗H =⊕M,N`2GN⊗HM, the only nonzero components of T are TNM ∈B(`2GN⊗HM). Hence
the projection e is diagonal as well. If we denote the components as eNM ∈B(`2GN ⊗HM), then each eNM
is actually the projection onto the Γ-invariant vectors in `2GN⊗HM.
Proof of lemma IV.3.2. Taking N ∈ L , the GN-action on `2GN ⊗HN is via λN ⊗ piN . This representation
contains the trivial representation (since λN contains the conjugate of piN , as it does any irreducible repre-
sentation of GN), so there are nonzero GN-invariant vectors in `2GN⊗HN . Therefore, 1 ∈ spec(TNN).
To show that 1 is actually isolated in each spec(TNM) with the uniform bound on the size of the gap,
we shall use the property τ(L ) together with the condition (?). Property τ(L ) says that we have such a
uniform bound on the size of the spectral gap for the family of representations of Γ which factor through
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some of GL, L ∈L . Using that p˜iM is contained in λ˜M, we obtain
ker(λ˜N⊗ p˜iM) = ker(λ˜N)∩ker(p˜iM)⊇ ker(λ˜N)∩ker(λ˜M) = N∩M ⊇ L,
for some L ∈L by (?). This shows that λ˜N⊗ p˜iM factors through GL and the proof is finished.
Lemma IV.3.3. The image of e under the map C∗uX⊗B→C∗uX⊗ (B/J) is 0.
Proof. Denote A =∏N∈L B(`2GN), a product of matrix algebras. It is clear that T ∈ (C∗uX ⊗B)∩ (A⊗B),
and so also e ∈ A⊗B⊂B(`2X⊗H).
For N ∈L , let us examine the B(`2GN)⊗B(H)–component of e. Denote by PN ∈B(`2X) the pro-
jection onto `2GN . It suffices to show that eN = (PN ⊗ 1B)e(PN ⊗ 1B) ∈B(`2GN ⊗H) actually belongs to
B(`2GN)⊗ J, as the following commutative diagram explains:
A⊗B   ∏N(PN⊗1)·(PN⊗1) //

∏N(B(`2GN)⊗B)

A⊗ (B/J)   // ∏N(B(`2GN)⊗ (B/J)).
Further decompose eN into eNM ∈ B(`2GN ⊗HM). Recall that eNM 6= 0 iff `2GN ⊗HM has nonzero
invariant vectors. Since the representation p˜iM is irreducible, this is further equivalent to p˜iM being conjugate
to a subrepresentation of λ˜N . But by (??), this can only happen for finitely many M’s, since λ˜N is fixed and
dim(HM)→ ∞.
Lemma IV.3.4. [e] ∈ K0(C∗uX⊗B) does not come from K0(C∗uX⊗ J).
Proof. For N ∈L , denote CN =B(`2GN⊗HN). We construct a *-homomorphism f :C∗uX⊗B→∏N CN
/⊕N
CN , such that f∗([e]) 6= 0 ∈ K0(∏N CN
/⊕N CN), but f∗([x]) = 0 for any [x] ∈ K0(C∗uX⊗ J).
We first embed C∗uX into a direct limit of C*-algebras Ak, defined below. We enumerateL = {Nk | k∈N}
and put Aq =B(`2GNq), A
0k =B(`2(unionsqq≤kGNq)) and finally Ak = A0k⊕∏q>k Aq, k ≥ 1. There are obvious
inclusion maps Ak ↪→ Al for k < l, so we can form a direct limit A0 = limk Ak. It follows from the condition
on distances d(GNq ,GNp) that each finite propagation operator on `
2X is a member of some Ak ⊂B(`2X),
hence C∗uX ↪→ A0.
For k ≥ 1, denote Bk =B(HNk) (so that B =∏k∈NBk) and define fk as the following composition:
Ak⊗B =
(
A0k⊕∏
q>k
Aq
)
⊗B ↪→
(
A0k⊗B
)
⊕∏
q>k
(
[Aq⊗Bq]⊕
[
Aq⊗
(
∏
p6=q
Bp
)])
proj−→
proj−→∏
q>k
Aq⊗Bq =∏
q>k
CNk
quot−→∏
q
CNq
/
∑
q
CNq .
It is easy to see that fk’s commute with inclusions Ak ⊗B ↪→ Al ⊗B, k < l. Consequently, we obtain a
*-homomorphism f : C∗uX⊗ (BoΓ)→∏N CN
/⊕N CN .
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It is known that K0(∏N CN
/⊕N CN) embeds into ∏N Z/⊕N Z. Examining the construction of f , we see
that f∗([e]) is the class of the sequence k 7→ rank(eNkNk) in ∏Nk Z
/⊕Nk Z. As already noted in the proof of
the lemma IV.3.2, every term of this sequence is nonzero.
On the other hand, any projection p ∈C∗uX ⊗ J has only finitely many nonzero CN-components, and so
f∗([p]) = 0 in ∏N Z
/⊕N Z. This obviously extends to the whole of K0(C∗uX⊗ J).
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